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I N'rRODUCTION 
Several hundre d years before the birth of Christ 
there lived an Egyptian king who was -o robably the first in-
dus tri al engin~er. None o f his subjects suspe c ted him of 
being an industrial eng ineer, or he may not have been so 
popul ar , and it is doubtful if he reali zed it himse.lf but 
certainly, he did apply many of the basic manae;ement prin-
ciples wh i ch vve now consider a part of the industrial engi-
' 
ne aring function . One day he gave the following order to 
his Chief Palace Guard: 
"Take 200 s laves of sou nd body , 
give them shovel s and start them to di g -
g ing a canal from the north wells extend-
ing ,into the desert for ten miles . Make the 
canal 20 feet wide and 8 feet deep . Appoint 
tho se slaves vrho have served 10 years or 
mor~ as group leaders of the others. By 
hav:i,ng them Ymrk from sunrise to sunset , wi th 
two 'hours rest in the heat of the day , the job 
should be finished one year fr om today . " 
In this short an.Yl.ouncement, the king indic ated a 
grasp of such p rinciples as prescribing job qualificat ions, 
tools to be used , job s pecifications, job description and 
classification, personal and fatigue allowance, and prede-
termined time standards . Although it isn't specific ally 
stated, he probably had an i mpl ied incentive syst em in that 
anyone not working satisfactorily would lo se his head . 
The principle v1hi ch is of most interest in this 
discussion i s ' that of predetermined time standards. How 
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did the king know it would take a year for 200 men to dig 
a canal 10 miles long, 2'0 fe et wide and 8 fe et deep? Since 
he made ~is estimate prior to the time the work actually began 
he must have based it on his experience on previous jobs which 
were similar . His theory was that, if a man can -move 10 shovel-
f uls of dirt in a minute one time, he should be able to do it 
later if the tool method , and working conditions are the same. 
Knowing this he can predic t the time required for any digg ing 
job . 
Al t h ough the illustration is, of course , over-
simplified the application of the principle is readi ly 
apparent. What Plant Me.na ger wouldn 1 t like to have this in-
formation available for each of his product lines? This 
basic principle was re c ognized and applied centuries ago and 
yet , it has only been within the past three decades that man-
a gement has made a scientific effort to establish a plan 
whereby this information could be developed and available for 
use in production operations ·. 
How effectively management has utilized predeter-
mined time systems is the principal theme to be developed. 
This will b e done by first summarizing the theoretical appli-
cations of such s ystems and second, by illustrating with 
actual reco rd the results at various industri a l plants . 
In the first section, particular attention will be 
devoted to analyzing the composition of several predetermined 
time standard {PTS) syste s and indicating their similar-
ities and dissimilarities . References will be quote d 
qui te frequently in describing thes e systems to insure 
p r oper interpretation of the various systems. 
In the second section, the effectiv eness of PTS 
plans in general ~ill be discuss e d w~th actual case histor ies 
as supporting inf ormat ion. Although severa1 companies will 
be r eviewed, the principal effort will be made in anal yzing 
the development and results of a part icul2r type of PTS 
system in the Woburn plant of Sylvania Electric Comp a ny , Inc . 
The detailed and objective critique planned should indicat e 
many of t he areas whel"'e PTS can be most help fu l and also 
where PT S may be less t h an satisfactory. Actual production 
figures cannot be released but the charts are otherwise 
authentic records insofar as trends are concerned. 
Finally, a prediction will be made as to the futur e 
success of PTS systems and how their growth will affect in-
dustry , as a whole~ and specific industries, in particular . 
Again this will be illustrated through actual case "hist6ries 
insofar as possible . 
Personal experience has convinced the writer that 
a PTS sys tem, while not an automatic cure for all production 
measuring problems, is .an extremely valuable aid whe n proper-
ly applied. V ith this general and unobti•usive statement behind 
us, we can now investigate t h e conditions which brought it 
about. 
CHAPTER I 
RISTORY OF PREDETERiflNED TIME STANDARDS 
A. BEGINNINGS BY FREDERICK W. TAYLOR 
The name of Frederick W. Taylor is almost always 
associated with the formal beginnings of scientific manage-
ment. While industrial engineering, or s:cientific manage -
ment , techniques were recognized and applied earlier they 
were never as vJide ly publicized or appreciated until after 
Taylor began his work. 
Taylor did not have an easy time of it as a young 
man. He enrolled in Phillips Exter to prepare for Harvard 
· but had to leave school because of impaired vision. Intel-
li gent and ambitious, he would not be idled but took a job 
as a l aborer with the Midvale Steel Company. In the space 
of six years he advanced to the position of Chief Engineer 
and, at the same time, earned a degree in Mechanical Engi-
neering from Stevens Institute. 
In speaking of his experience as a "gang bossn, 
Taylor said; "I was a young man in years, but I give you 
my wor d I was a great deal older than I am now, what with 
the worry, me anne ss and contemptibleness of the whole damn 
thing . I made up my mind either to get out - or to find 
some remedy for the whole unbearable conditions.'"~:-
-::-28' p. 2 -11 
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Although he met with extreme opposition at first, 
Taylor was able to make changes and inc r eased s avings to 
the point t hat wag es v!Tere raised, thereby e limina ting some 
of the O) p os ition. 
Tayl or had ob se r v e d t h e a c cepte d p r a ct i ce among 
empl oyees of d o i ng only a l i mi ted amou nt of work durin g a 
. 
day i n a c c ordan ce with their f e e ling t h at to wo r k harde r 
would e xhau s t the wo r k and l o se them their jobs . In 1881 , 
he be ga n ma k i ng t ime stud:t es of' the operations f'o r the pur-
po s e of sett i n g producti on st andards . He made a llowances 
f or personal time , fa tigue , unavo i dable de lays , and i n e x -
peri enc e . He a l so did methods wo rk an d t here is good 
re ason to be lieve he b egan c omp i l i ng s t an "ard e l emental 
data , e specia l l y in h i s work wi th machine s pee d s and fe eds . 
B. YORK BY TH"!: GILBRETHS 
Con t empe r a r ies of Taylor wel"e Fr'anl{ and Lilli a n 
Gilbre t h . V~h.e re as Taylor had worke d on oper at ion s to de -
velop a standa r d production rate , the Gilbreth ' s were in-
teres te d primarily i n developing the one best metho d o f 
p e r formi ng an operation. Although the philosophies· were 
different, the findings and results were comparable . 
The Gilbreths did provide a basic foundation 
upon which prede termined time standards as we think of them 
t oday , could be built when they developed their eighteen 
b as i c elements of motion, or "therbligs " a s t hey hav e come 
to be known. Although these therbligs have been condensed , 
expanded , and otherwise modified many times they still best 
represent the b a sic motions involved in product ion operations . 
C. EARLY ADV ANCE iv'lENT 
By the beginning of the 20th century, Taylor and 
Gilbreth had stimulated a f air amount of interest in their 
work. Sever al very capable men devoted their time to ad-
vancing the work of scientific management. Their approaches 
were so sound and their work so thorough that most of their 
results and conclusions are as valid today as when they were 
first advanced . 
Some of the better known individuals who worked 
so fruitfully wer e Henry Laurence Gantt , who made major 
contributions in production control techniques; Carl G. 
Barth, who a ssisted Taylor in some of his more analytical 
investigat ions;: H. K. Hathaway , who work:ed with Taylor a t 
the Midval e Steel Company and then went to the Tabor Manu-
facturing Company to introduce the new methods; Harlow s . 
Person, who made numerous contributions t o the literature 
of management and became managing di rector of the Taylor 
Society;; A. B. Segar , who assigned physiological values· 
to the rnus:cles that caused the mo vements; and other leaders; 
in a variety of industries . 
Scientific management was recognized and accepted 
as a worthy contribution to industry, largely because of the 
fi ne work done by a few talente d and dedicated men. 
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D. WORLD WAR I 
Sc i entific management metho ds were used con-
s'iderably during the war , not only .by industrial concerns 
but by t he government a s well.. While the goverwnent has 
never f ully accepted r ate setting they h ave contributed 
s i gni fi cantly in the are a s of production planning, inven ... 
tory control, maintenance scheduling , and logistics. 
The government made two important contributions 
with their development of aptitude t e sting, pl ac ement and 
t r aini ng of personnel; and in the establishment of method s 
of rating people, notably the man- to-man rating technique. 
Probably scientific management h a s never been 
a s highl y regarded as it was at the end of World War r •. 
E . ''BLACK AGES"· AND RECOVERY 
Scientific management had such acceptance at 
the clos e of the war t hat a great many individuals hired 
themselves out as consultants in the field . Too few of 
them were capable and most only misapplied a layman ' s 
knowledge of the techniques. 
The pioneers were greatly distressed at the 
havoc being created and Gantt was especially vehement in 
his condemnation of the "stunt peddlers"· and ignorant 
11 clerks 11:. The se unsound practices increased in 1919 and 
1920 , and the criticism and dissatisfaction mounted. The 
name " efficiency expert", as these men were called, to this 
day makes a qualified industrial engineer grit his teeth 
in mortification. 
It was during this period that PTS systems as 
we now know them became recognizable. General Electric 
became one of the pioneers in this field in the early 1920' s 
when a.ccurate estimates had to be made for their large · vo~­
ume production runs. Their original time standard plan was 
the first classification of time values for specific hand 
and body motions for specific types of work. From t his 
work , in 1934 and 1935, possibly the fi r st published sys tem 
of predetermined values assigned to motion breakdown was 
presented. 
About the same time , a trio of engineers from 
Philco and RCA named Quick, O'Brien, and Shea developed a 
PTS system called the Work Factor system which has been 
well accepted and tod~y ranks second only to Methods Time 
Measurement (1~M) in popularity. 
F . WORLD WAR II 
The value of industrial engineering techniques 
were recognized anew during the war when maximum utiliza-· 
tion of production facilities was necessary. Although 
the gove r nment did not use PTS systems directly several 
of the companies engaged in war production did , apparent-
ly with a fair degree of success . 
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G. POS'r WAR i~XP ·. i'TSION 
Industrial eng ineering principl e s and techniques 
a ppear to have been solidl y acc epted by the end of the war 
and much of the experience der ived fr om work du ring t he 
war was quickly converted to c ommercial application. 
Two of the ma j or PTS s ystems de veloped during 
this period were Basic iviotion Timestudy ( B~·.i T ) by the J . B . 
Voods and Gordon , Limited7 and l~thqds -Time -Uaasurement by 
I';Iaynard , Stegemertan, and Schviab . 
Today , me thod of est ab l ishing produc tion st andards 
is c a tching on rapidly and is p roving a val uable addition to 
the management field . A more de t ai l ed discussion of the ro l e 
in industry will be de v e loped l ater . 
-i' a ch year thousands of product ion ope r ations are 
analy zed and assigned time s t e.ndards through the use of PTS 
(Predet e r mine d Time Standards ). Millions of dollars in 
direct l abor costs are g ained or lost, depending on the 
accura c y of the standard. 
Companies ,-hich are in a stiff c ompetitive situa-
tion ca1m o t afford increas e d operating costs whi ch result 
fi•om poor methods and inaccurate s tandards . A company 
with a high portion of l abor costs , (50%) such as a pre -
c i sion machine shop, whi ch anticipated a p rofit of 5% could 
lose their entire p r ofit margin b y having laboi' st andards 
which vveT·e as little as 10% off , a fi gure which many time 
stud·y men vrou l d consi der within their allowable \Vork i ng rang e . 
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As a result, a rapidly increasing numb~r .of concerns are 
turning from the stopwatch method of setting standards to 
the use of standard data , most often found in ready- made 
systems, cal l ed Predetermined Time Standards, which , at 
least superfically, appear to have many features which 
mak e the use of them superior to the older and more . wide -
ly accepted use of stopwatch time studies . 
The purpose of this discussion will be to anal~ze 
the application and value of predetermined time standard 
systems by theoretical definition and illustrations, and 
secondly , t o pre s ent a detailed h istory of one company's 
e xperiences with Methods - Time-Measurement , one of many pre-
determined time standards system. 
H. DEFINITION OF PTS 
First of all, it will be necessary to define a 
Predetermined Time Standard system, or PTS system, as it 
shall be called for the rema inder of this review . 
One definition states that "·synthetic basic motion 
(or predetermined) times are a collection o f valid time stand-· 
ards assigned to fundamental motions and groups of motions 
that cannot be precisely evaluated with ordinary stopwatch 
time study procedu re . They are the result of studying a 
large sample of diversified operations wi th a timing device 
such as the motion- picture camera that is capable of measur-
i n g very short e lements. The time values are symthetic in 
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that they are often the result of logical combination of 
therbligs. For example, a series of time values may be estab-
lished for different categories of grasp. Within the grasp 
time may be included the therbligs search, select, and grasp. 
The time values are basic in that further refinements are not 
1.2 
only difficult but impractical. Thus, we have the term 
"·synthetic basic motion times"'• In this definition, "·synthetic 
basic motion time s"' is the same as this paper will call u:pre-
determined times."* 
Another definition says that ";standard data con-
sists of assigning standard tasks that recur over and over 
again in different work patterns a standard time allowance. 
The produ ction standards for new products are developed by 
adding the times for these various standard parts. "'-lH:-
By now, the picture of a PTS begins to take shape. 
Predetermined time are simply therbligs to which time values 
have · been assigned, or standard elemental times with the de -
fined elements more basic and, as a result, more universally 
applicable. Subsequent development will more specifically 
indicate the character of a PTS. 
-l:-35' p. 22-24 
-lH:- 38, p • ~lJ-3'-454 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF PTS SYSTEMS 
There are many different PTS systems, some with an 
original basis for instigation but most only a variation on 
a theme of some other system. A brief review of each of 
four major PTS systems should show both the close relation-
ships among PTS systems and the manner in which the various 
systems are constructed. Systems which will be discussed 
are: 
(1) Elemental 
(2) Work Fac t or 
( 3) Basic Motion Time study 
(4) Methods Time Measurement 
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A. ELEMENTAL 
The first PTS sys tem resulted when a progressive 
thi nking company deci ded it would be time - saving i f they 
could avoid duplicating their eff'orts when taking time stud-
ies on similar type operations . They f'elt they could pick 
elements vvhich were common to a numbe.r of operations , study 
the elements very caref'ull y in one or two operat i ons , and 
then use the times f'or t hose elements when they occurred in 
subsequent operat:i.ons . For exampl e , the element "'pick up 
base and place in f'ixture"· could occur in a number of' opera-
tions wher e , if' the base and f'ixture are the same , the time 
f'or the element should be the same in each of' the operations . 
Many companie s have built up several volumes of' 
standard data and can analyze almost any of' their operations 
· by simply ref'erring to their standard elemental time tables . 
In the Sprague Electric Company, of' Nashua , New Hampshire, 
standards are sometimes set f'or an operation over the phone . 
The supervisor calls the time study department and describes 
the operat ion, after which the time study operator looks up 
the elements of' the operation in his elemental time tables 
much as he would the cos i ne of' an angle in a trigonometry 
book.. As he lists the elements in the order in which they 
would occur he assigns the elemental time to it . Once the 
operation is completely described the elemental times: are 
totaled and the standard is set . ~*- The writer questions the 
prudence or setting a standard without seeing the operation 
but the procedure does illustrate the applicability of such 
a system 
As Ralph M. Barnes puts it: 
"Where motion and time studies 
are to be made or many different operations 
or a similar class or work, such as that on 
sensitive drill presses, lathes, and gear 
hobbers, it is best to consider the entire 
class or work as a unit, working out such 
improvements as seem advisable , and stand-
ardizing all factors ror the entire class 
of work.. 'When the stop-watch time studies 
are begun on this work, the elements should 
be selected in such a way as will make it 
possible eventually to construct tables of 
standard-time data that may be applied to 
all elements likely to appear continually 
in that particula.r class of work. The value 
of standard-time data is evident. They re-
duce the number of stop- watch time studies 
needed, shorten the time required to set 
the standard, and tend to bring greater 
accuracy and uniformity in time standards 
for a given class of work."* 
A simple elemental time table is shown in Table I. 
Several of the larger companies have developed 
their own elemental time data and use it quite e-ffectively in 
setting standards. The Western Electric Company has spent 
years in compiling standard data for the wide variety of oper-
ations found at their many plants . Their total results make 
a good sized volume and is probably one of the most detailed 
of all elemental time systems. Only persons within the com-
pany are allowed ready ac cess to the information, a condition 
which is found, in varying degrees, with all such systems.~:· ~t-
->:-1, P. 391-394 
~H~_51 
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TABLE I 
ELEiV[ENTAL TI ME DATA FOR SENSITIVE DRILLS 
M.i\.CHINE MANIPULATION TIME 
CLASSES: 
A. Drilling, one drill and no bushing 
B. Drilling, placing and removing bushing 
c. Drilling , placing and removing drill 
D. Drilling, placing and removing drill and 
bushing 
Time, Hundredths o:f a Minute 
A B c D 
1. Place bushing i n Jlg 06 06 
2'. Place dri l l in chuck o4 04 
3. Advance drill to work o4 04 o4 04 4. Raise drill from hole 03 03 03 03 
5. Remove bu shing from jig 05 05 
6. Remove drill from chuck ~ 03 03 
TOT.A..L 07 18 14 25 
NOTE: Add 0.15 minute when quiclc-change chuck is 
not u se d (cases B and C). Add o.o6 minute for adva nc ing 
work to next spindle . Add 0.05 minute when reamer is oiled 
before entering hole. (1, P. 394) 
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Elemental time systems are usually more detailed 
than other types of PTS systems which will be discussed 
later because of the fact that a company is continually add-
ing to its data. Because of its being more detailed, the 
system also becomes less flexible in its application and 
this is quite obvious when one recognizes that elemental 
times are designed for a particular company's operation in 
a single industry. When companies have the personnel to 
properly develop an elemental time system the results appear 
to be quite satisfactory. Some of the reasons why these 
systems are successful are: 
(1) Standardized, well-defined elements are 
used. 
(2) A great many more cycle times per element 
are taken than with ordinary time studie.s 
and , as a result , the final average time 
should more nearly a pproach the true aver-
age since random occurrences of unusually 
long cycle times have a lesser effect. 
( 3) The elements are tailor-made to the opera-. 
tions and there is no interpretation re-
quired as to what elements are involved 
in the operation. 
(4) Methods and workplace layouts must be 
standardized in order to utilize the 
elemental times, and they must be the best 
known before a company will spend 
thousands of dollars in developing ele-
mental data . 
There are many other a dvantages which are common 
to all PTS systems and will be discussed later. 
s ·ome of the disadvantages peculiar to the ele-
mental time system are: 
(1) Setting up a system requires an enormous 
amount of time studies. 
(2) A simple change i n methods , layout, or 
equipment would necessit a te a revision to 
all the e lemental times involved. 
(3 ) A relatively stable process with simple 
or st andarized equipment is required; 
otherwise, equipment changes c ould caus e 
so many altera tions to the elemental 
times that an excessive number of ana lysts 
would be required just to keep up with the 
change s. 
In mass production shops it is practical and ad-
vis able to devote sufficient time to making detailed studies 
of each elemental motion. 
In short -o rder work, on the other h and, it may be 
necessary for one time study engineer to establish as many 
as 50 rates per day, depending upon the size of the shop and 
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its volume of business. In many cases the worker at the bench 
may perform ten new operat ions during a single working day. 
To t ake detailed studies of all jobs would require approxi-
matel~ one time study engineer for each two or at most three 
operators. Because this is impractical , rates must be estab-
lished in the short-order shop just as accurately as in the 
mass production shop, but in only a fraction of the time. 
This difficult problem can best be solved by 
establishing time allowances for each work element. These 
time allowances are then combined to build up standard- time 
data for groups of elements that regularly occur in a g iven 
type of work. In eff ect, this is standardization. Just as 
industry changed from individual piece production to mass 
production of mass parts , so must time study apply production 
methods to the establishment of rates . 
Many time study engineers have overlooked the fac t 
that most classes of manual work have elements that occur 
again and again. Rates have continued to be established as 
though each job were new and different- - something entirely 
unrelated to any other job in industry or even in one shop . 
Not until they be gin making motion-time studies do time 
study engineers learn the nwnber of similarities that exist 
in almost all types of manual work . They discover not only 
that many of the handling elements are identical , but also 
that cutting time on machine tools follow definite laws. 
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dependent on the material, size of cut, finish desired, and 
other facto rs . 
Motion-time studies make it possible to look at 
manual work with a new, more definite viewpoint. Standard 
values have been established for picking up parts of varying 
sizes and shapes, for assembling them into fixtures or ma-
chines , and for storing and packing them. EJ~periments to 
determine the best feeds and speeds for specifi c materials 
and depth of cuts have uncovered not only standard machine-
time values but also better methods. 
There are many advantages to the use of time 
standards other than the rapidity and ease of application. 
Equally important is the fact that rates can be set from 
blueprints before production actually starts. 
In the progressive shop this can be done not only 
because time values have been standardized but also because 
standard times make necessary the advantages of standard set-
ups , methods , and mot ion patterns. Thus all phases of shop 
performance tend to improve to at least t~e level where 
standard-time allowances apply. Unless this type of system 
is in effect, all too frequently engineers question the effi-
ciency of the jobs they study, but lacking force or time, con-
clude by setting the allowance in accordance with the way 
they find the worker performing, even though both method and 
tools may be poor.* 
~1 
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Element a l time systems pioneered the way for more 
refined and univers a lly applicable PTS systems. I n spite 
of these PTS sys tems elemental time data is still preferred 
in a good many companies, both large and small. 
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B. WORK-FACTOR 
Foliowing the Gilbreths' initial work, the first 
man to really appreciate the importance of time as it con-
cerned methods analysis , was A. B. Segar. His technique of 
minute motion breakdowns of body members and the assignment 
of physiological values to the muscle structures that caused 
the movements was indeed a tremendous advance to methods 
analysis and of great importanc e to Industrial Engineering. 
This approach is likewise of great importance to the man-
ufacturer of small parts where the basic work is the result 
of hand motions, such as: radio manufacture, appliance 
assemblies, electrical work and the like. For that reason, 
in the early 1920's General Electric became very interested 
in this subject. One of the l"'easons that whetted their in-
terest was the fact that estimates for new products had to 
be carefully made for their large volume of production. 
Their original time standard plan was the first classifica-
tion of time values for specific hand and body motions for 
specific types of work. 
From this work, in 1934 and 1935, perhaps the first 
published system of predetermined values assigned to motion 
breakdown was published for the field to further explore and 
improve. 
Around the same period, another group of research 
engineers f'rom Phil co and RCA - · Messrs. Quick, 0' Brien, and 
Shea derived another classification system called Work 
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Factor for the measurement of methods. Because of its 
value, this system has been greatly extended in the field 
to and has had widespread a cceptance. 
The Work-Factor system was probably the first 
to set up basic elements derived from scientific analysis 
of the physical movements of the human body. 
"vVhen Sir Issac Newton firs t recorded the l aws 
of motion, they were c ons i dered only i n connection with 
i nanimate objects . However, experiments have shown that 
the same laws appl y to motions of the human body. It is 
only the complexity of man ' s physical structure that has 
irillibited a more thorough _anal ysis of the relations between 
time required and (l) distance moved, (2) body memb e r used , 
( 3) manual control involved, and- ( 4) weight carrier . 
1. DISTANCED MOVED - Other things being equal, 
it takes less time to move a short distance than to move a 
l ong one. Thi s applies whether the movement be walking a -
long the street, riding a b icycle, sailing a boat , or moving 
the arm. The shorter the distance , the shorter the time -
hence the proverbial 1 ~hort cut • to save time . 
Other fac ts a b ou t time and distance may not be 
so apparent at first a For example , to move the hand 10 
inches require s less than twice as much time as to move it 
5 inches ; the .fart her it is moved within normal limits , the 
faster i t travels ner inch . 
2. BODY MEMBER USED - The human b ody consists 
o f a group of c o-ordinated movable parts. The hands, arms, 
trunk, and l egs are mechanisms that obey the laws of motion. 
Therefore, as in physics, any reliable calculations dealing 
with time mus t be based on the siz:e, shape, weight, and the 
leverage arrangements of the bones and tissues. In time 
study, these factors are classified by indicatina the name 
of the body member i nvolved. 
3. l'!lAI•.fLTAL CONTROL INVOLVED - Woi'kers do not 
calculate mathematically the forces involved in their manual 
novernents , but they have learned from experience that it is 
necessary to vary the speed of motion with the task at h and . 
Actually , in the shop, the efficient worker makes each move-
ment as rapidly as possible provided the speed is consistent 
with the overall rhythm of the job itself. 
For example , i n the familiar motions involved in 
eating and drinking, some manual movements may require more 
contro l than others. It is e as ily understood that more time 
is required to carry a brimming cup of h ot coffee to the lips 
than to move the same distance with a napkin. The former 
motion is more dif.ficult and hence slower because care is 
necessary to avoid spilling the coffee, and to prevent the 
cup from colliding with the teeth. The same principles are 
true in factory operations. Men performing crude work may 
move rapidly and with little care. The same men on delicate 
jobs must apply skill - and move more slowly, using control. 
4. ~~IGHT C~RRIED - A sprinter may be able to run 
100 yards in 10 seconds. However, no matter how great his 
stamina or how perfect his physique and skill, a 20 pound 
weight would slow him down. 
Plain as the weight-time relationship may be , .few 
industrial time study departments are set up to compensate 
scientifically .for manual motions in proportion to weight 
carried. Nor in most cases is the resistance involved in 
lever manipulation, in rubbing, sanding and .filling motions 
adequately understood in terms o.f time."~:-
Several additional variables exist but their 
application is too unwieldy and their value too negligible 
for inclusion in the system. 
Some 1500 elemental time studies were made o.f 
various machine operations typical of' the average manufact-
uring plant to develop elemental times. It was during the 
analysis o.f these studies that the variable affecting the 
time-distance relationship were noticed. 
"When the experimental data were plotted, prior 
to the establishment of motion-time sta...."ldards, certain 
basic inconsistencies seemed to exist. For example, there 
appeared to be no logical reason why all methods o.f dis-
posing of' a bolt should not require the same time; however~ 
the data showed that, when the motion was tossing the bolt 
-l:·ll 
into a totepan, it took considerably less time than when 
the bolt was placed in an assembly, even though the distance 
moved by the arm was the same. The reason is simple enough; 
in the latter case, it was necessary for the hand to slow 
down prior to placing the bolt so as not to overshoot the 
target . 
Also the data were questioned when it was found that 
tossing a 2 pound part into a large transport took no longer 
than ah empty hand moving over the same distance to grasp a 
sma ll tool at the workbench. Again it became necessary for 
the hand to slow down before grasping the tool , while in 
the tossing motion no such control was necessary. Similarly 
the data indicated that to toss a 12 pound part into a large 
transport took jus t as long as to transport a 2 pound part 
to a punch press die. 
In the shop the time for two ~- inch motions may 
differ as much as 200 percent, and a 3 inch motion often 
requires twice as much time as a 6 inch motion even though 
it is only half as long. 
From the above it is evident that movements of 
exactly the same length may take different times , which 
movements of different lengths may take the same time . 
Obviously the function of the movement is just as important 
as, sometimes more important than, the distance moved or 
the body member used. In classifying each motion by its 
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function, it is apparent that the time values seem to follow 
a . fixed pattern and that the number of variables factors 
is more import ant than the type of motion. 
The amounts of control (skil l or care) required 
to perform a given motion can be converted into factors 
'~ich are interchangeable in terms of their effect on the 
time required to perform a motion. 
This reasoning led to a new and significant con-
cept which has been described as the work factor - · essent-
ially a device for r a pid, simplified classification of the 
variables which exist in manual work as they influence mov-
ing time. Briefly, the work factor is an index of the diffi-
culty, skill, effort, or care involved in the performance of 
manual motions . All other variables being constant, the 
greater the number of work factors, the longer is the time 
required to p erform a given movement .~~~~ 
Thus we have the beginnings of the Work Factor 
system which has become the second most popular PTS system 
even though the Work Factor Company discourages application 
of this data by inexperienced persons by restricting, insofar 
as possible, the dissimination of their program information. 
The basic theory and some simple illustrations of the data 
may help to define the Work Factor syste m • 
.;~11 
2.7 
n:Distance is perhaps the easiest of the variables 
to recognize . All that is necessary is to measure it with 
a scale and select on the mot ion-time table the value 
indicated. 
Identifying the body ·member used is merely a 
matter of observation. In the performance of manual work 
it is easy to recognize whether the foot , arm, finger , etc ., 
is being used. 
Control is the most complex and deceptive of the 
variables influencing manual motions, because there is no 
phys ical measuring device with which its effects can be 
checked . With no definite units such as inches or pounds 
for control, the previously ment ioned work factor becomes a 
me2.ns by which the several types and degrees of control can 
be class ifi ed. The following types of manual control are 
most cormnonly encountered in industrial vvork : 
1. DEFINITE STOP (manual control required 
to terminate a motion with a definite 
stop) . 
2 . DIRECTIONAL CONTROL (manual control re-
quired to direct or stee r a motion 
through limited clearance or toward a 
small target area. 
3. CARE (manual control required , or pre-
caution exerc ised, to prevent damage or 
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injury, or to maintain manual 
control) . 
4. CHANGE OF DIRECTION (manual control 
required to change the direction or a 
motion such as moving around an 
obstruction. 
Although an infinite number of control £actors 
could be established, the four listed above are based on 
tabulated data which have indicated that more than 95 per-
cent of all industrial work motions involve ·control that 
can be clearly identified by the above factors . Time values 
classi:f:l.ed accordingly make . it possible to select them from 
a table i n proportion to the control existing in the motion. 
Weight or resistance , measured in pounds, pl"es,ents 
little or no problem in the determination of the extent to 
which either exists in a given motion. By setting up the 
motion-time table for each of the several weight classes, 
the proper time value can be made available for any condition 
likely to occur in the shop . 
Where the weight handled in a work motion is small 
compared to the weight of the body member employed , it can 
be ignored without introducing appreciable error . 
A rather extensive study revealed that the effect 
of weight on time varies with several items , most i mportant 
of which are: (1) body member uses; (2) sex of operator •. 
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As in control, the work factor is used as an index 
of the effect of weight on the time required to perform 
manual motions ~ 
The factor of resistance is found in movements 
such as bending heavy wire, pushing against a spring, ass em-
bling tight fitting parts , rubbing, and sanding. Data in-
dicated that the same principle governs the effects of re-
sistance and weight. 
Since the value of a work factor in terms of time 
has been established in tabular form, it remains only for the 
analyst to become familiar with the elements of control or 
weight which are equivalent to a work factor. For example , 
he soon learns that, when the arm is moved with no concern 
for direction or stopping points, when no care is required 
to avoid surrounding objects, and when the hand carries no 
weight and meets no resistance, it requir•es a minimum of 
worker output. Therefore, it is a 'no weight' and a 'no 
control' motion. When its distance has been measured and 
the body member is identified as the arm, it is easily re -
cognized as the simplest type of arm motion of a g iven num-
ber of inches . 
Since the simplest or basic motion involves no 
work factors, it is apparent that, as complexities are in-
troduced to a motion, they add \~rork factors and consequent-
ly time . 
}Q: 
Because of the manner in which the work f a ctor 
unit has been set up , it makes no differenc e whether a 
given motion involves 2 factors of control and 1 of weight, 
or 2. of weight and 1 of control~; The motion is valued at 
3 work factors and as such can be identified on the motion-
time table .. The cause for the work factors does not affect 
time; it is the total number of factors that de t ermines time . 
Proper· use of the motion-time table makes it neces - · 
sary to identify each motion in te r ms of the following 
variables: 
1. Bo dy memb er used 
2. Distance moved 
3. Number of work factors 
Separa·te tables to show the body member used have 
been set up as listed below : 
SYMBOL BODY MEMBER 
F Finger 
H Hand 
FS Forearm Swivei 
A Arm 
FT Foot 
L Leg 
T Trunk 
All motions are measured in terms of inches e x -
cept forearm swivel mo vements, which are measure d in degrees 
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of a revolution. Therefore, the distance moved in the motion 
analysis can be represented merely by a number which will in-
dicat e the inches or degrees of a revolution moved. 
are: 
The symbols for the work factors already discussed 
W - Weight or Resistance 
S Directional Control (Steer) 
P Care (Precaution) 
U Change Direction 
D - Definite Stop 
With the a bove guides in mind, it now becomes 
possible to record all the variables involved in the per-
formance of a manual motion in a simple , symbolic form."' -l~ 
This will be illustrated further along when an overall 
summary of the various PTS systemsis made . 
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C . B SIC 1'/IOTION T I MESTUDY 
Basic Mo tion Time stu dy (BMI') i s an8ther PTS 
system of fairly re c e nt v i n tage, having been de velope d by 
Ral ph Pres sra~ e and h is associates i n j. B • .'oods and Gordon, 
Limited , had had previ ou s t r a ining i n other PTS systems but , 
be c ause o f their dissatisfac tion wi th c e r tain basic feat ures 
of these s . stems , fe lt that i mprovements could b e i ncorpo r a ted 
into a comple tely new PTS sys t em, which they calle d B~~. 
"According to BTYTI' , a basic motion is one in which 
a body member at rest moves and again comes to rest . For 
example , in reaching for a _ pencil l ying o n the table a basic 
mo tion would occur . The beginning of the motion would be 
t h e pause or point of rest just prior to t he reach, and t he 
terminat ion o f the basic motion would be the pause that 
occurs i®nediately after the fingers have grasped the pencil. 
BNT T.vas developed through laboratory study and experiment 
rather than analys i s of uncontrollable factory -operations. 
One variable at a time was introduced into each basic motion 
pattern so that the effect of that variable and that vari-
a b le alon e could be measured with relative a c cura cy. Of 
course , n o pretense wa s made that all possible variables 
were segregated and measured, b u t it is b elieved t h at the 
ma jor v ariables - those that have an appreciabl e effect on 
time required to mru{ e a motion - have be e n identified and 
measured. Of course, the originators of the o ther systems 
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have also identified most , if not all, of the major variables 
but, because their data are not based on controlled experi-
ments, and seldom was it possible to isolate any single vari-
able completely, it seems likely that their measurement of 
the effect· of these variables was· subject to greater error."~~ 
The basic motions identified for purposes of BMT 
are as follows: 
ARM, HA~ID, AND FINGER MOTIONS 
1. Reach 
2 . Move 
3. Turn 
BODY MOTIONS 
1. Foot Mot ion 7 •· Arise 
2. Leg Motion 8. Sit 
3~ Sidestep 9. Stand 
4. Bend 10. Turn Body 
5. Stoop 11. Walk 
6. Kneel 12.. Eye Motions 
BMI' recognizes three distinct classes of arm 
motions . Class A motions are motions. that are stopped by 
contact of the hand with a solid object. All effort is used 
to move the hand and none to slow down or stop the motion. 
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An example of this type of motion would be reaching to de -
press a starter switch of a machine . 
A Class B motion is one that is stopped entirely 
by muscular control . Example of this is the motion to toss 
aside a piece or to drift the hand into position for a sub-
sequent move . 
Class C motions are motions that are stopped by 
the use of muscular control to slow the arm before coming 
to a stop in a grasping or placing action. An example is 
a reach to and grasp of a knoh on a piece of equipment . 
liVhen Class B and C motions require viseral control 
they are designated as BV or CV moves and additional time is 
allowed. 
Bl\1T uses the same time values for both reaches 
(transport empty) and moves (transport loaded) but does 
provide f or additional time to be added f or t he weight 
moved. 
Each of the basic mo t ions are inrluenced by several 
variable factors . 
The first variable factor is that of dist ance moved 
and varies directly with the time to perform the move . 
"Another factor that influences all classes of 
motion i s defined as ' force' • The amount of the force factor 
to be allowed for handling a given weight depends upon the 
method of handling the weight and the distance th.,_,ough whi ch 
it is handled. For example the f orce allowance for tossing 
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as i de a 10 pound objec t that is already held in the hand, 
us i ng a 24 inch arm mot i on, will requir e the basic allow- · 
ance of 16, which is shown in the f a ce t i me table . If the 
weight had to be picked up from a bench before being tos s ed 
aside, the allowance would be twice b as ic or 32 . If the 
weight were picked up , carried 24 inches and again placed 
down , the allowanc e would be three times basic or 48.nw 
A third vari able factor is that referred to as 
"precision", and is defined as the additional muscul a r con-
tro l that is requ ired to stop mo ves within close limits ( ~ 
inch or les s ). As the tolerance becomes closer, the time 
values allowed increases. 
A fourth variable factor is tha t of simult aneous 
motions by both hands. BMT allo ~ s more time for a notion if 
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it is done in conjunction with a move by the other hand than 
if it is done alone . As the complexity of the moves increases, 
the time allowed must also incr ease. 
The company which developed BI~ is mo st co-opera -
tive in supplying information ~bout their system and have 
even published a booklet containing a series of questions 
and answers about the system. To date, however , this system 
does not appear to have the same popularity as either the Work 
Factor or the Methods -Time-Measurement systems . Perhaps one 
of its lack of appeal is that it is closely patterned after 
MTM but lacks the simplicity of application of MTM. 
D.. Iv1ETHODS-TI ME - IViEASUREMENT 
11 Me thods -Time-Measure ment is a procedure wh ich 
analyzes a ny manual operation or method into the basic 
~otions required to perform it and assigns to each mot ion 
a prede termined time standard which is determined by the 
nature of the mot ion and the conditions under which it is 
made . "-::-
The preceding definition establishe s rATM as a 
predet ermined time standard system essentially the same 
in basic construct ion as tho s e pr eviously discussed even 
though the elements may vary sli ghtly or be called by dif-
ferent names •. 
The original work done on this system was started 
in 1940 by the Methods Engineering Council as a by-product 
of a methods improvement program which they were conducting 
for a large group of time - study men . A drill - pre s s opera-
tion was the first studied but after the s i gni ficance of 
the i'indings was reallzed, the studies were expanded to in-
clude other operations , al l of wh ich were f i lmed with a 
mo tion picture camera and then carefully analyzed , using 
the miscromotion study fi lm-analysis procedure . 
This mass of informat ion was then broken down into 
basic e lements with MI'M having an original list of 60 which 
was subsequently consolidated into approxi mately 12. The 
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careful evaluation which went into building elemental time 
values may be illustrated by cons idering the element Reach. 
For this one e lement 1350 feet o f' motion-picture film of 
36 different drill-press operations were analyzed with some 
242 time values resulting . Curves of' distance versus time 
were plotted to p rovide for picking a time value for any 
distance moved. 
The persons responsible for developing this system 
were Harold B. Maynard , G. J. Stegmerten, and John L. Schwab. 
They spent five ye ars in refining their data to the point 
where they considered it ready to be released. Even then , 
it took the youthful exhuberance of Schwab to st art the sys -
tem solidly on its way toward industrial acceptance. 
Some of the early companies to use I~M were 
DuPont, Robertshaw Fulton, and General Electric,. It caugh t 
on quickly, however , largely because of its straight-forward 
approach and s ound time values . That the original work -done 
was well planned and develope d is borne out by the fact that 
subsequent investigations of more scope and depth have f ailed 
to warrant any major changes in either the elemental break-
down or the time values . 
The MrM Association for Standards and Research 
is most co- operative in divulging the theory and results of 
their system and have received much constructive crit icism 
since they first published their findings. The system has 
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b een used successfully in a variety of operations , such as 
electrical, textile, shoe , garment , chemical, steel, and 
precision instruments . 
In the summer of 1951 six companies merged to 
form the "Ml'M Association for Standards and Research" . 
Member companies were the following: 
1. Methods Engineering Council 
2. Bruce Payne and Associates 
3. Serge A. Bern and Company 
4. A. T. Kearn ey and Company 
5. Stevenson and Kellog , LTD . 
6. George H. Elliott and Company 
At present, the MTM s ystem is the mo s t popular 
of t he PTS systems . I ts simpl e an d obvious elemental break-
down have made application of the values re l atively simple 
to learn and apply when compared with other PTS systems . 
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CHAPTER II I 
COl\1P '\RISON OF PTS 'l iTH REGULL'R TI ME! STUDIE S 
The the ory of a pplication o f PTS is quite s i mp l e 
and lo gical. An operat ion is broken down into basic ele -
ments whi ch c onform to st andard basic e l ements included 
in the particul ar syst em b e ing used and to whi ch time 
values have been assigned. The time values for each e le -
ment are totaled , a llowanc es a re added , and the total time 
c onverted ·to a units per hour standard. 
Perhaps theory c an be converted to prac tice in 
the following t ab l es wher·e a s i mpl e opera tion will be 
analyzed by e a ch of the PTS systems previously dis cussed. 
It will be seen that the final time values compare closely 
with one another even though the c y cle time is so short 
tha t some variation could b e e xpected because of the dif-
ference among the basi c approaches for each s y sten . It 
must also be kept in mind that the anal yzes have been 
worke d out by an indivi dual who has had practical e xperienc e 
with the Mr.M system. This may account f or some of the 
variation. 
4o 
Frequencies of some e l ements which would b e in-
cluded i n a finished study have been omitted for the s al;e of 
simplicity. Non- cyclic and personal , fatigue a l lowan c es have 
also been omitt ed since the s e factors vary among companies . 
Bench l ayout s and other items normally include d as back up in- · 
format i on for a s tandard are not a pa rt of t h is study. 
TABIE II 
BASIC M:JTIO N TI:/IE ANALYSIS 
OPERATION SOLDER TO LEAD 
L.H. R.H . 
l'.1ove lead to fixture MJ..CV 54 rvUB Open tweezers 
Pl/8 33 
Reach to counter 
Hove down 
R6A 54 IvllC Tweezers to solder wire 
M~A 60 Pl/16 
MfB ~!Iove up 
Reach to lead pile R3C 67 MlA Close tweezers 
Pl/32 102 
6"Simo 1/16 37 
pedal FM 54 
flux pad M6B 90 
pedal FM 2. 
Depress foot 
Drift. tovvard 
Release foot 
36 
76 
111 
3 
MlB 42 
3 
10 
FM 3 
6 
FI\1 60 
100 
89 
Reach to lead in fix . R2B 42 
p~ 4 
Move to flux pad 
Depress foot pedal 
Release foot pedal 
Push up 
Drift to fixtui'e 
iV11B 54 
M6B 13 
6 
46 
6 
I·.UCV :Move solder Yvire to lead 
Pl/32 
AP 
Ml B Open twe e zers 
I'/I2CV 1.23 Tweezers to dice 
Pl/32 
AP 
Ml B Move to flux pad 
p~ 
2"Simo ~ 
l'.'il.CV • 06 Pick up dropped dice 
Pl/32 --
MlCV 1.11 Move to l ead in fix . 
Pl/32 
ET Check a l ignment 
1·:1lCV Tvvee zers to lead 
p~ 
1 -Simo t 
M3B Move lead to dish 
l p2 
.1263 min. 
TABLE III 
WOHK-FACTOR Af. ALYSIS 
OPERATION SOLDER DICE TO LEAD 
Move lead to fixture 
Position in fixture 
Reach to pile of l ead 
Pick up lead 
LEFT 
HAIID 
Al-2 
T=.lOO 
R:.0500 
A 3D 
P/U-V 
RIGHT 
TI ME HAND 
-w 
80 
110 P/U-S Position tweezers 
to so l der wire 
30 
200 
50 A2.--2 Move solder wire 
to lead 
30 
60 
130 
30 
100 
70 
AP 
~l ire to lead 
P/U- M 
A2-l Dice to flux 
· A2-2 Dice to l ead 
Inspect 
.1ove le ad tm"lard fixture A3-l 30 
P/U-S Disengage from 
fixture 
90 
55 
.~111.5 
or .1337 
Aside to dish 
min. ~ 120% performance 
min. @ 100% performance 
TARLE IV 43 SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
I and Standard Specifications Standard No. ________ _ 
Supersedes No. ________ _ 
:ment -------------
:ion Solder dice to ] ead 
Types __________ _ Date Effective ________ _ 
Operation No. __ of ____ _ Job Class __________ _ 
DESCRIPTION-LEFT HAND L.H. R.H. DESCRIPTION-RIGHT HAND KEY POINTS SYM. SYM. 
Ovclic 
Move lead to :fi MlC ~.J. IM'-lll.'R Onen +.w-ee'7. e.,..Q 
Position lead into fixture P1SE ~.6 M:iB n;.; f'+. +.n Qn1 ne.,. v; .,.a, 
Release lead RIJ. ~-lt IMlC Tweezers to solder wire 
Reach to counter R6A 9.1 PlSSE Position tweezers on wire 
Trip counter M1A 
Reach to lead oile R'3C 7.~ M'3/hc Close twee'7.ers 
Grasp one lead blind GLD lh..7 
Depress foot pedal FM 3.4 MlC Move solder wire to lead 
21..8 P2SD Position on lead • 
Drift to flux nad M6B 10 .. 6 .An' Pull down durinsr solder tim~ 
Release foot nedal TI1 2.0 Ml/L.B Onen tweezers 
5.2 M3C Tweezers to dice 
26.6 P2SSD Position to dice 
2.1 M3/4A Close tweezers 
Move to flux oad MlB 2.9 MlB Move to flux nad 
Flux lead MlA 2.5 MU FlU dice 
n foot nadal FM '3.h IMlC Move to fixture 
26.2 P2SSD Position dice on lead 
Drift to lead in fixture M5B 10.6 Ao2 Ooen tweezers with caution 
ReErraso lead G? 7.'3 IEF' Check dice ali~ent 
Reach to lead in fixture R2.A L..o 
·Contact gy:o~so G5 0 
Push un lead M1B 2 .. 9 Ml/L.c Tweezers to lead 
5.6 PlSE Position ~eezers 
Drift lead to fixture M5B 2.0 M3/hA Close tweezers 
ReErrasn enroute G2 h.o DlE Remove lead from fixture 
5.7 M3B Move lead to dish 
191.9 TMU • .115 minutes 
ALL TIME - FREQ. NORM.MIN/ OPERATOR STD. MACHINE STD. 
MINUTES OCCUR. 1000 PCS. PERM. TEMP. Workinq Idle Running Idle 
Norm.Min./1000 
Personal Allow. 
Fatigue Allow. 
Base Time/1000 
Machine Ailow. % 
Machine Allowed Time 
andard will not be changed unless Machine Idle Time/1000 
s a change in one of the following: 
I. lolethod Std. Time/1000 Pes. 
2. Quality Std. Prod./hour 
3. ~o~aterial Std. Hours/IOOOPcs. 
~- ~-lachine Speed 
s. Clerical Error Analyst I Foreman I 
Ind. Enq. I Supt. I 
+4 (9/56) 
While PTS systems may vary in the approach used 
to arrive at a final elemental time there are certain basic 
areas included in all systems. 
Fo r one thing, all systems allow for the fact 
that as distance moved increases, time required increases, 
other factors being equal . Tied in with thii concept is 
that the greater the weight moved the longe r the time require d .. 
Secondly, the accuracy of the move or reach affects 
the time required . This factor is extremely significant and 
the manner i n which this variable is handled can make con-
siderable difference in the overall cycl~ time. 
A third concept common to all systems is that the 
time required for simultaneous hand motions is greater than 
vvhen each hand performs individually . For example, the 
right hand may be able to pick up a bolt in .004 minutes if 
the l eft hand is idl e but the right hand may require .oo6 
minutes if the left hand is disengaging an assembly from a 
fi xture at the same time. The approach used in handling 
simultaneous motions is quite different among PTS systems 
but is definitely included in them all. 
So, regardless or how diverse the approaches used, 
the final aim of each PTS system is to develop basic elements 
flexible enough to cover all operations and to which reliable 
predetermined time vulues are assigned. 
PTS systems have been applied to almost every type 
of industrial operation with the bulk of the work done in 
repet i tive hand operations with re l ative l y short cycle times . 
Gordon s . Phillips, of Dominion Elec t rohome Industries, Ltd., 
says : "PTS are be s t applied to standard, definite - path, short 
cycle, manually controlled repetitive operations ." .;:-
Although a9plication of PTS in heavy industry, 
offices, job order shops, and simil ar operations is more 
difficult , it has been done with reported success . Some of 
the more interesting of these case histories will be dis-
cussed l ater to illustrate the versatility of the technique . 
A. ADVANTAGES OF STOPWATCH T:ME STUDIES 
Before analyzing specific applicat ions of PTS 
the general aspects of the techniqu e should be reviewed and 
compared with conventional time study standards. 
Stopwatch time studies are vell known throu 8 hout 
industry to manager and worker alike . They a re not well 
understood , however, and their acceptanc-e as a popu.lar man-
agement tool has been frustrated in many areas . No at t empt 
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will be made to discuss this psycholo g ical barriel' which al - · 
mos·t ilJ'l..mediately forms when the idea of time studies is broached. 
PTS ar•e : 
Some advantages of stopwatch time studies over 
1. Setting a production standard on short, 
highly repetitive operations is faster . 
and may also be true for longer cycle 
operations . The same advantage is 
claimed for PTS but from logical obseP-
vation and reasoning, it is quite apparent 
that a time study analyst could have a 
reliable average cycle time before a PTS 
analyst could record the elements into 
which the operation is divided. 
2. Any kind of operation can be studied 
with a stopwatch while there are some 
which cannot be measured with PTS , such 
as carrying a pan of nitric acid or pack-
ing 150 cc of a loose fluffy material in-
to a 100 cc jar. 
3. The theory of time study is mo re easi l y 
understood by the worker . 
4. Time studies are sti l l requ ired to deter-
mine machine cycle times . 
5. Standard data developed from time studies 
should be more accurate and applic able for 
the company involved . 
6. Time study requires fewer reco rds and 
supporting information. 
There are other advantages of stopwatch time 
standards vvhich will become apparent as t h e advantages and 
l i mitat i ons o f PTS are discussed. 
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B. ADVANTAGES OF PREDETERMINED TIME STANDARDS SYSTEM 
In discussing some of the advanta3e s of a pre -
determined time system , it is perhap s best to classify them 
in the sequence in which the company would encounter t hem. 
One such breakdown would be found in the fol lowing groups : 
1. Se tting up a system by which to deter-
mine job evaluations and st andards. 
2 . Studying the job. 
3. Setting the standa rd. 
4. Selling the standard. 
5. Training operators. 
6 . Maintaini ng the standard 
7. Subs e quent use of data . 
Some advantages may be listed under more than 
one group heading where appropriate . 
1. SET'l.'ING UP A STANDARDS SYSTEM: 
Management must always be sure that a system t o 
be u se d in evaluating jobs and rating operators is one that 
will increase their profits. If it cantt do this, it appears 
obvious that the system should not be installed. Of course , 
it is true that many intangibles, such as worker morale and 
feeling toward management, accuracy of studies, and accept-
ance by supervision mus t be considered but only as a part of 
the basic investigation - "Will it increase profits?" 
Some companies have further increased their profit 
margin by cutting costs after installing a predetermined time 
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system to replace their existing program or setting standards 
by time study alone. 
P. J. Brady or the Radio ~nd Television Division, 
Sylvania Electric Products Company, stated that his company 
had saved 15% in direct labor cost largely through methods 
impPOVement , arter inst a lling a predetermined time system. 
I n addi tion, operator training time was cut by more than 
A survey made by Factory Management in 1953, ror 
the purpose or determining the success achieved by companies 
us ing a predetermine time s y stem, revealed many ravorable 
opinions $~:-1:- The survey included 132 companies ranging rrom 
metalwo rking through woodworking and ceramics to medical 
supplies, wit;h employees r~:mging rrom less than 500 to more 
than 2000, and with rrom less than one year to more than 
10 years experience with their particular system. By rar 
the biggest benerits reported were in improved shop methods 
and decreased time to develop standards, both or which re-
sulted in a reduction or direct labor hours used. 
Other benerits were resulted, but to a lesser 
de gree were: 
a. Less time to set up new product lines. 
b . Decreased industrial engineering costs. 
c. I mproved industrial relations. 
d. Red~ced production engineering costs. 
-lH 7, P . 110-112 
-lH:-27, P • 131~--139 
Of the compani es surveyed, 92% planned to increase 
their use of PTS , 97% f el t it was accura te enough, but 80% 
still continue to use time studies for machine and/or proc e ss 
cycles, and for long-cycle, short run, or one-of- a-kind 
operations. 
All companies agree that the system, to be most 
effective , should b e set up by a consultant. 
were : 
Some of the problems most commonly encountered 
a. Establishing confidence in validity of 
application data . 
b. Difficulty in applying the system to 
all operations . 
c. Selection and training people to apply 
the system. 
d . Indoctrinating supervision and training 
workers. 
e . Deciding on which particular PTS to use . 
f. Grievances arising from inequitable rates. 
g . rncr19 a sed engineering workloads and costs. 
" Not enough engineers wer·e t r ained and they 
needed to be relieved of other routine 
duties . 
One California manufacturer stated that "Too 
many companies a re dabbling with PTS without giving proper 
instruction in its use to qualified perso~~el. This will 
have a tendency to give PTS a black eye if it is misapplied.* 
Another company surveyed made the cormnent that 
11 PTS are best applied to standard, definite-path, short-
cycle, manually controlled repetitive operations ." .;~-.;:-
Gordon S. Phillips, Manager, Standards Department, 
Deilcraft Division, Dominion Electrohome Industries, Ltd., 
Kitchener, Ontario, feels that 11 A PTS system teaches you to 
look at a factory operation in a way that you never looked 
a t one before. You observe every little detail , and become 
very methods conscious. It makes it possible to examine 
(and compare) various methods quickly at your desk instead 
of the old way of timing the operator performing the opera-
tion by the various methods ." .;HH~ 
Of course, all the advantages and disadvantages 
listed in the following groups either directly or indirect-
ly affect profits . It is essential , however , that manage-
so 
ment not be fooled into thinking that a PTS will i:m..mediately,, 
and without exception, reduce their production costs . The 
type of industry to be covered is often quite important. 
Predetermined time standards are best applied to hand opera-
tions. Opera tions in heavy industries involving long cycle 
time s with considerable body motions and walking is most 
difficu l t t o anal yze through use o f PTS • 
.;:-27' p. 13~--13 9 
.;Ht·27 , P. 13L~-13 9 
-:HH~2 7 , p • 134- 139 
2 . STUDYING THE J~ 
It is in this area that the analyst first be-
comes aware of the difference in approach and technique which 
must be used 1Nhen setting a job with a predetermined time 
standard system rather than with stopwatch stud~es . Most of 
the enthusiasm generated in PTS is a result of the advantages. 
listed below: 
a ~ PTS requires a more thorough understanding of 
the operation studied, V'.rhich should result in a more accurate 
standard evaluation. 
This appears to be one of the key reasons vvhy PTS 
h as been so enthusiastically heralded by companies which 
actively use it . It is practically impossible to set a 
standard using PTS without a complete understanding of each 
movement and the reason for it . This means that operators 
should never be able to dupe the analyst, as may sometimes be 
the case in time studies , into a llowing times for unneces -
sary or elaborate motions . To determine whi ch motions are 
needed for satisfactory performance is more difficult if 
left up to the visual inspection of the analyst . 1Nl1.en sub-
j ected to the analyst using PTS t hese unnecessary motions 
a re left over like the extra piec es from a clock being re-
paired by an inexperienced amateur. For example, a transfer 
grasp is a black sheep among PTS elements which should 
never be allowed to hide itself in the standard. Unnecessary 
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positioning and moving also can be easily detected with PTS. 
With time study alone it is too easy to accept the method 
of operation as it is and simply time the motions without 
a full understanding of what they actually accomplish. This 
is especially true in companies that use time study "'tech-
niciansn to set rates instead of Industrial Engineers. 
c . PTS combines methods analysis with rate setting . 
In too many places methods analysis and rate set-
ting are handled as entirely separate functions . The methods 
man sets up a method based on his experience at other opera-
tions and then the time study analyst simply times the job. 
Admittedly, this specialization may make it possible for a 
company to pay lower wages t o get their standards set but 
it seldom is really economically sound. 
How does the methods analyst really know which 
method is best until he gets a standard time for it? The 
difference between two different methods may be less than 
10% in time which would certainly be difficult to pick up 
by looking at the operation. In this case , a time study 
technician is brought in to compare the job and also finds 
it difficult to determine any dirference because of variation 
in operator performance level, experience, or t~e method 
itself . At any rate , we now have two people trying to deter-
mine the best method. 
When combining both methods study and rate set-
ting, the analyst is required to ask himself many significant 
questions about the operation as it is presently being 
performed. An example of how this is done will be covered 
late r in illustJ:>ating the uses of Ivrrrfl: in the Sylvania Electric 
Products Company8 
d. The shorthand methods of recording motions 
results in a more accurate description of the job method 
than the conventional description of elements written up in 
time studies. No matter how conscientiously the time study 
analyst describes his elements and sketches the workplace, 
he finds that several months after the study he cannot 
remember, or determine from his study, the exact circum-
stance per·taining to the elements . 
On the other hand, who can dispute what is 
meant by a GIA, which is what Iv1TM calls a simple grasp2 If 
a particular position required pressure, this is shown as 
an Ap2. If the study is properly recorded there should 
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never be any question about exactly how the operation was 
performed. The exactness reqv.:i.red to record the operation 
almost always insures a more accurate analysis of the operation. 
Not only is this shorthand method of recording 
elements more descriptive and exact , but it is also faster 
than using a narrative description of the elements . 
e . Use of PT S makes the operator feel that a 
more careful study is being made than with time·studies. 
When operators are shown the det a il to which an analyst goes 
in reviewing and setting a standard, they begin to feel 
that the analyst is at least attempting to accurately 
evaluate the job. They do not feel that the standard was 
picked out ' of the air with no basis f'or substantialing the 
f'inal rate. Needless to say, this makes f'or better relation-
ships between worker and analyst. 
r. The judgment f'actor in rating of' individual 
operators is eliminated. This is one of' the most publi-
cized and accepted concepts surrounding PTS and is essent-
ially true if' one completely understands the signif'icance 
of' such a statement. It is true that the analyst does not 
have to estimate a leveling f'actor f'or the operator as he 
studies the job; he simply records the hand motions and then 
assi gns predetermined time values to them. It makes no 
dif'f'erence whether the operator is working at f'ull speed or 
a reduced speed - the f'inal standard will be the same if' the 
operat ion had been correctly analyzed. 
One point which should be borne in mind is that 
the predetermined time system values are based on a series 
of' time studies f'or which the operators were assigned a per-
f'ormance, or leveling, f'actor to normalize the elemental 
times. In an attempt to eliminate the judgment factor here 
as much as possible the operators were trained to work at a 
normal, or 100%, performance level. Even so it is well to 
remember that a PTS has a built in rating factor. Perhaps 
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this advantage should be restated to say that , while the 
judgment factor is a necessary part of all standard data , 
it is no longer the responsibility of individual analysts, 
but is scientifically controlled within acceptable limits 
by the experienced personnel who build up the elemental 
values for the PTS. 
g . The analyst commands respect of operator for 
detailed knowledge of operation. If the analyst properly 
studies the job he will probably have occasion to discuss 
the operation with the operator . Being able to show a 
thorough understanding of the job and difficulties that may 
be involved in its performance go a long way in helping 
create a feeling of understanding between the two . Time 
studies are basically a formal , impersonal approach while 
PTS can often be very effectively used in an informal, 
considerate manner . 
h . PTS provides for accurate analysis of 
elements too short to be accurately timed. It is a common-
ly accepted fact that elements of .003 minutes and under 
cap~ot be timed accurately, especially if several occur 
together. With PTS, the length of the element can be as 
short as the time for the simplest element which may be as 
low as • 0012 minutes in the MrM system. 
This close analysis of the operation calls atten-
tion to the phases of the cycle which require the most time 
and makes these elements objects for closer scrutiny. 
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i ~ The stopwatch , hated s ymbol of "·efficiency"', 
is re l egated to the minor r ole of obtainin g machine and 
process times . This not onl y eliminates a s ource of error 
in setting standard times but also removes one of the barri -
ers between industrial engineering and the worker . 
j . PTS is faster, and more accurate , particular-
ly for short jobs, than time studies , if t he engineer knows 
exactly what will take place on the job . 
Setting a s t andard, with any degree of assurance 
that is correct, requi res a s erie s of stopwatch ,.readings . 
With PTS., only one analysis is needed. This is t rue, not 
·only for t he complete cycle time, but also for basic 
elements within the cycle . 
1 . PT S provides time values for many detail 
motions and spec i al cases , such as focus ing the eyes for 
inspection, reaching behind an obstruction for a blind 
location, and inserting p lug s or wi res in holes of varying 
diameter . 
In any e l ement which requires operator judg-
ment it is most difficul t for a t i me study analyst to 
determine the length of time he should allow the operator. 
In reading a test pattern on a n oscilloscope the operator 
could easily take twice the time actually needed with the 
person making the time study being none the wiser . He 
rates the operator 's performance by wat chi ng the speed of 
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her hand motions . Pers.onal experience has imprinted · this 
difficul ty rirmly in the writer ' s mind. 
3. SETTTNG THE STANDP~D: 
Once the operation has been studied the problem 
of actually setting the standard time per unit remains. Of 
course, when time study is used , the times are simply added 
up and a final time per unit is determined. 
This same result can also be obtained as directly 
using PTS. The elemental times may be smaller because of a 
finer breakdown but the method of applying the e l emental 
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times is the same. Allowances may be appl ied to predetermined 
times as well as to stopwatch times providing the analyst 
understands what allowances are included in his PTS. 
Although the final procedure used in evaluating 
the standard is the same , there are several advantages to 
using predetermined times . 
a . The times are obtained from a table; therefore, 
they are consistent . Variations i n operators, an alysts, 
time of day, or any other factor which should be leveled in 
setting a standard are removed from the list of items which 
must be judged by the analyst. His only problem, one he de-
cides upon the element present , is that of transposing the 
correct time value from his PTS table to his analysis sheet . 
This consis tency not only aids the operator in 
setting one standard but makes for a consistency throughout 
the entire standards program. 
b. In assigning allowances to the basic elemental 
time the factor of fatigue is u sually added as a separate 
allowance the same as the personal allowance . This is true 
even though most time study analysts, consciously or sub-
consciously allow for fatigue when assigning a performance , 
or leveling, factor to the operator . This means a double 
al lowance may be made for fatigue . With PTS, however, the 
allowance is simply added as a separa t e factor since there ~ 
no leveling done by the analyst . 
c . Using a PTS eliminates the necessity for re-
producing extensive elemental time tables whi ch require 
hundreds of hours of time studies and computations . Tables 
of standard data may lead to incorrect analysis of an opera-
tion. The attempt in setting up standard elemental time 
tables is to make the common element as long as possible - in 
other wo rds, combine smaller elements such as Reach, Gr>asp, 
Move, and Position into one element and yet keep the element 
a common one to various operations. In doing so , it may be 
that the technique of having some elements of one hand done 
internally to thos e of the other hand may be lost. For ex-
ample , the Reach, Grasp , and Move can often be done internal-
ly to a movement by the other hand. If a time value is 
assi gned to this combination element every time it may be 
that a loose standard results. 
d. Although almost contradictory to that previous-
ly mentioned , a PTS has the advantage of being used to build 
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up standard elemental data by combining several of' the basic 
elements . Care should be exercised in applying PTS in this 
way. 
e . The time study can be used as a reliable 
check of' the cycle time developed f'rom using PTS. Bef'ore 
the analyst had only his t i me study on which to base his 
standard. He now has a means of' quickly checking, within 
allowable ranges , the study. Only a f'ew watch readings are 
necessary and can help prevent a serious mistake in evalua-
tion of' an operation. 
4. SELLING THE STANDARD: 
There are at least three parties to which the 
standard method and rate must be sold - · the operator , the 
union (if' one exists) and t he f'oreman or supervisor. 
a . As previously mentioned the detailed knowledge 
acquired by the analyst of' the operation cannot help but 
impress the operator with the f'act that extreme care is 
used in setting a standard on her job. 
One technique employed by most time study men is 
that of' studying the best, who is also usually the f'astest , 
operator on a particular job. The academic reas on is that 
studying the operator with the best method makes f'or a 
better analysis . This is true and is a val id reason if' the 
time study anal yst doesn ' t los e sight of' it . The majority 
of' the workers complain because they f'eel the rate is be ing 
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set as a result of the fast operator•s performance and there 
is justification for this opinion. Rating an operator is 
difficult and most analysts attempt to decide the amount of 
co-operation they are receiving from the operator; ln other 
words, is she really operating or just making it look good? 
As a result, the majority of analysts, especially inexperi-
enced ones, pl'"'obably feel that few operator·s work at mor•e 
than a normal pace and weigh (in a measured day shop) their 
perfor•mance rating accordingly. In addition, they may 
sincerely feel that if the operator being studied can work 
at the rate she displayed while being studied, why can't 
the remaining operators also? This is a significant ques -
tion and one which the writer feels has been too easily 
explained out of consideration. There are few really ex-
ceptional operators and the range of abilities has been 
spread too great in most discussions of this area . Too 
many people feel that allowances must be made over a wide 
r an ge to actually find a n ormal performance rate. Probab-
ly the rang e should not be nearly so great . It is felt 
that most of the difference among workers is not in their 
manual dexterity but in the method used. Care should be 
taken that every opel'•ator knows and uses the correct method 
before deciding that they have less potential than the more 
productive, but; not necessarily harder working , employee . 
In this way the overall potential of the work force is 
increased. 
In a small comnn;1nity dovm in Westchester County, 
there was a great deal of anziety and fear wh e n it was 
suddenly discovered that some inhabitant of' the community 'Na s 
using the town as a rifle range . All over the community, 
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on fences, on telephone poles and even on the sides of houses, 
was a tar•get with a bulls - eye right through the center of it . 
The local police could not cope wi th it and the state police 
who finally suc ceeded in trapping the culput, who, incident -
ally, happened to be the town nitwit, inquired how it hap-
pened that he h a d become such a remarkable crack shot . He 
denied that he was a m~:~.rksman and ·whe n he was asked why it 
was that he could shoot so many bulls - eyes , he told them 
that it was vePy simple - he shot first and drew the circles 
later . The technique is very similar to that of the analyst 
v..rho builds a methods pattern through predetermined values 
and confidentially expects the operator to adhere strictly 
to it. 
The point being made is that ope rators c a n be 
shown that the standard rate cannot be a ffected by the ~ace 
of the worker being studied, e xcept insofar as method is con-
cerned , if PTS is used , since the time v a lues are fixed for 
each e lement . Theoretical l y , at le as t, the operator ' s fears 
of this comparison to other workers are dismissed . 
Knowledge of this consistently equal consideration 
should result in increased worker mox•ale and productivity. 
b. Selling the ne•v standard to the union is :rnuch 
the same as to the employee: different if the standard is 
increased, easy if is decreased . The caliber and back-
ground of the men representing the union are important in 
the unions with representatives trained in the PTS used in 
a particular plant consistently have better acceptance 
rates on j obs written up for standards. Otherwise, onl y 
the f i n a l rate is questioned, not the analysis • 
. Many companies report considerable improvement 
in labor relations after installation o f their PTS. Some 
have a l most completely eliminat ed grievances in the area of 
operator standards. The factors of consistency and scientific 
approach have done much in selling unions . 
c. Last, but probably equally as difficult as 
the first two mentioned, is the job of selling to the fo re -
man or supervisor . Any supervi sor should question a ny new 
rate set i n his department since it will affect his depart-
mental and unit costs, production scheduling , and operator 
morale. 
All foreman work , or should work, towards a lower 
unit production cost, but the approaches are quite varied. 
This is the era when the trend is to·ward keeping the worker 
happy. " A satisfied worker i s a productive worker"' could 
well be the motto in many production lines . As a result , 
supervisors hate to ask an operator to change his or her 
method of doing the work especially in view of the £ac t 
that he must a lso explain that e. new rate has been developed . 
Oj_)erators settle into a nice co1nfortable rut of a way of do -
ii.lg things and strongly resist any attemp t to change them. 
If the res i stanc e io c;reat enough the F'orema:r1 is t;empted to 
re sio t the revised method and standard in th0 houe of keep-
ill c-3 the opei•ators satisfied. r.rhere a re many facets of this 
problem but suffice it to say e,t this point that a conscien-
tious industrial engineer is in for a tough time wl.1en he en-
counters such a supervisor . The industrial eng ineer often 
speEds as much time in selling the standai'd to all . eople 
concePned as he does in studying the j ob and preparing the 
final study . Ronald St . lvTartin says: 
"The success attained in the depart ment wi ll vary 
to t~e degree that su~ervision has understood and accepted 
the responsibilities in a methods a nd s t a~dards prosram. 
However , there are many supervi s ors who have ridiculed the 
wl10le s·c1bject of a wage incentive and methods program , and 
mont of them take this attitude b ec au se the subject has us -
ually been treated in such technical terms t hat it was dif-
ficult to understand. Dhat we do not understand we are apt 
to i6nore or ridicule , and this attitude is reflected down 
through the line to the operators . A perfect piece of ~ork 
c an be turned out by standards engineers; but, if supervis i on 
is not equ i pped to carry the bal l, it just won ' t work, and 
we ' re only lcidding ourselves if we think otherv7ise . 11 .;:-
-:~7, p . 36- -3 7 
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5. TRAINING OPERATORS: 
In order to achieve maximum utilization of opera-
tor potential it is nec e ssary that each employee be thorough-
ly trained in the job to be performed. So many times in com-
panies with hundreds of employees and where the turnover is 
relatively high, as in the case of women employees and where 
hand operations appe ar s imple 2.:nd s traight f orward, often 
the supervi s or will be u nab le to make certain that the 
operator has adequ a t e kn owl e dg e of wh a t is e xp e c ted f r om 
h er. In su ch c a s e s the new employee often learns the opera-
tion from the person sitting next to her . Should that person 
have poor work habits, they will be passed along t o the new 
employee . Needless to say, a work force inadequately trained 
(in some cases not even familiar with quali ty specifications) 
and with i mproper work metho ds fail to give the company their 
full effectiveness. In most cases, this subpar performance 
is a direct result of management . shortcoming and not the 
reluctance on the part of the operator to perform. 
New employees should not be expected to inherent -
l y perform a hand assembly operation in the most efficient 
manner , for often the most efficient method is not the ob-
vious or most comfortable method to an inexperienced work er . 
This is e s pe ci ally true where the hand motions attempt to 
utilize the left and ri ght h ands equally. A normal indi-
vidual probably uses one h and 90fo of the time while the 
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other h and hangs uselessly. Although people who are trained 
to use both hands find that the balancing of work load be-
tween the two is less fatiguing once they have learned, it 
is difficult to convince them of this fact when they first 
are confronted with such a deviation from their customary 
work habits. 
As a result, training new employees in even simple 
hand operations is a difficult and painstaking requirement. 
Supervisors should not be required to train new employees for 
severalreasons, namely: 
a. Pfuch valuable time would be spent in training 
employees whi ch would better be spent in fulfilling other 
requirements of a supervisor's job. 
b. Supervisors should not be expected to be 
intimately familiar with each basic motion in e,rery opera-
tion of a production line. 
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c . Training new employees, especially in the case 
of women , some of whom have never worked in industry previous-
ly, requires a tactful, informa l and cordial approach which 
is slightly different from the somewhat formal and respect-
commanding position which a supervisor muet maintain with 
his employees. 
Neither should fellow employees be asked to 
train the new employees. Before an operation can be taught 
by an individual he or she must have not only a knowledge 
of how it is done, but why it is done . Line operators are 
not expected to have this knowledge . 
Many seemingly insignificant phases of the opera-
tion may be overlooked because there importance or relation-
ship is not realized. Should a few of these points be over -
looked each time, a gradual deterioration of work habits will 
result . 
I nasmuch as training a new operator requires more 
knowledge and training than t h at expected from the line opera-
tor, it should also receive a higher compensation~ In view 
of this, it is unfair to ask an employee to perform a higher 
paying function at her regular wage rate . 
There is a tendency to make the new employee Hf·eel 
at home 11 and this often leads to demolishing the relationship 
ar..d · importance of a job •. 
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Older employees too often pre judice a new employee 's 
mind with ways of de viating from methods , or even department-
al rules , at a time whe n the new employe e 1 s mind is most re-
ceptive . New employees often follow in the footsteps of 
older employees in the hopes of bej_ng more quickly accepted 
in the worker group and also because of a natural alienation 
from management rules and procedures which are inadequately 
explained. 
Since neither the supervisor nor trained employees 
should i nstruct the new employees , it follows that especially 
trained people should be assigned to this function . Such 
people are the operator trainers. 
6. 1ffiiNTAI NING THE STANDARD : 
After a standard becomes about six months old and 
supervi sion begins to complain that the standard rate per 
hour is too high , or converse l y , a s t andard becomes l oose 
and the operator is either making enormous incentive e arnings 
or doing less work than s h e should, the industrial engineer 
:mD.st revj_ew the job and adjust the standard if changes in 
the operation warrant it •. 
If he time studied the job originally and was 
extreme ly lavish in his elemental descriptions and workplace 
layouts , he may be able to detect minor methods changes but 
t h ere is no assuran ce that this will be so. 
If' he used PTS in h:i.e original study there is no 
reason why he should not be able to detect the slightest 
deviation from his orig inal motion pattern. 
There is an additional advantage in that the stand-
ard can be revised more quickly wi th PTS because it is normal-
l y necessary to revise only a portion of the operation and 
leave the remainder of the study intact but , with time 
studies, it would be necessary to completely restudy the 
element , or even the entire operation. 
7. SUBSEQUENT USE OF DATA: 
Some advantages which result from the use of PTS 
which are not directly applicable to se tting s pecific 
standards that are more like advantag es. which can b e used by 
the management team are: 
a . Time estimates can be made before a job is set 
up if the analyst knows the rne·Ghod of operation. It is not 
necessary that he have an experienced operator to observe as 
would be re quired where standards were established by stop-
-...vatch studies. He need only know the type o f equipment to be 
used and how it sets into the bench p osition layout. This 
wil l enable him to determine · the distances and difficulties 
in using the equipment . He can then g o into the hand me thod 
necessary to perform the operation either by himself or by 
observing some other operator and wi th the write up metho d 
VJhi ch results he can p l ug in the time values for each element 
and arrive at a final standard . This standard should b e as 
accurate as any study of an experienced operator would have 
been providing the hand method is not changed. 
b. Estimating to be done more a c curately with PTS 
in that it is not necessary to have performance record s as 
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a b a si s as making the estimate . This means that estimators 
can feel fairly safe when they base their labor cost of a pro -
duction on PTS standard times . These standards are also flex-
ible enough with the many possible combination of elements 
that even on operations which have never been done before 
and which would be impossib le to evaluate with time studies 
may be realistically appraised. This has been incorporated 
at the Stewart -Warnel~ Corporation as follows:-
"We receive prints for an estimate on a new con-
tract . The· pririts are routed to the press estimator, who 
uses our estimating data package for quoting on the opera-
tions, assigning a package number to each operation as he 
processes the part . When we get a contract, the estimating 
sheets ure turned over to the processor, who writes a de -
tailed layout on the part which includes the package numbe r 
that was assigned by the estimator . The layouts, if dies 
or fixtures are needed, are then routed to the tool engineer , 
who places the order with the vendor, including the number 
that designates the rate package . Therefore, when the dies 
or fixtures are delivered for production, and since they have 
been so constructed that the operator will be able to produce 
parts by following a specific motion pattern within our data 
package range , a clerk can quickly establish the rate on the 
part . This srune idea has been carried out in the welding and 
machine shop departments. 11 ~-
c. As well as making it possible to estimate the 
standard time for a particular operation, the PTS application 
can be easily carried to the next planning step by estimating 
the units of equipment required to set up a complete produc-
tion assembly line for predetermined capacity . This means 
that it is possible to almost exactly determine the capital 
investment required long before the equipment is actually 
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required . Obviously , there is less danger of buying too 
much or too little equipment . This not only helps in know-
ing how mu.ch equipment will be needed, but also the layout 
which will . be required to more effectively utilize the equip-
ment ordered. 
d . The period of time required to train a new 
employee is considerably lessened with PTS becaus e of the 
fact that a definit e method is prescribed and this is avail-
able to be taught to the employee . On stopwatch time studies 
used (which may not be the most efficient method) the method 
is seldon1 defined sufficiently to use as a training pro-
cedure . PTS makes it possible to pick out of several dif-
ferent methods the one with the slowest cycle time. Opera-
tor trainers can more objectively train if one method is 
completely established as the method to be used. Otherwise 
operators are free to work vd. th slight variations from that 
method on which the time study standard is based. 
e . Costs of alternate meth ods of production can 
be evaluated accurately and quickly. This means that equip-
ment choices can be made prior to the time they are required; 
not only the equipment charges but also the direct labor in-
volved in an operation may be evaluated so as to make possi -
ble a d~cision. The most obvious problem of this t ype is 
deciding when automatic equipment can be used enconomically 
as a replacement for hand or semiautomatic equipment . Time 
standards can be recomputed quickly and at low cost when 
methods change s are a ffected,. This is possible because it 
is not necessary to comJ?lete1y restudy the entire operation, 
but only that part affected. 
f . PTS helps avoid ttcreepingn methods change s 
introduced by operators, or by management, which, over a 
period of time, tend to make the time standard nloosen .. 
This results directly because of the fact that each basic 
mo tion is in writing on a PTS study whi le the method is 
only generally described in a time study. In time studies, 
therefore, changes may be introduced which significantly 
affect the cycle time although the change in operation is 
very slight . These slight changes are difficult to eval-
uate with time study because of the small affect in the 
overall cycle time. With PTS, however , the change can be 
reflexed by simply changing the basic motions involved. In 
this way it is possible to revise the standard almost immedi-
ately after the change has been put into operation. On 
machine control operations the operator may o ften be able to 
complete her part of the cycle more quickly than the machine. 
As a result, she has idle time while waiting for the machine 
cycle to be completed. It may be that the machine cycle 
can be speeded up to match the time required by the operator. 
With PTS, it is possible to accurately determine the minimum 
machine cycle time; that is, the amount of time wh ich an 
operator requires for her part of the cycle should be the 
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same as t~e machine cycle time to avoid idle time for 
either the operator or the equipment . 
g . Closely tied in with the machine cycle time 
is the maxirrru.m distanc e the operator must reach or move ., 
On some bench layouts it may be difficult to bring all of 
the material or equipment in ~s n e ar the operator as would 
be desirable based on motion economi c principles . If the 
operation is such , however , that the longer reaches re -
quired are done internally to other motions the dist ance 
traveled may not be a point of' concern. It is only 'Nhen 
the object is so far removed from the wor king area that 
the time to reach it warrants addit ional time above tha t 
of the rest of the operation that a correction of layou t 
is needed. With PT S this maximum allowabl e travel dis -
t ance may be a ccur•ately established. 
h . In other areas of' motion economic, such as 
plant layout, work spac e layout , design of jigs and :fixtures , 
location of' mechanical and electrical controls or other 
accessories, type of' equipment , it i s p o ssible to evalu ate 
major or sub t le diff'erences . This means many decisions 
based on previous experienc e or intutive thinking can be . 
avoide d, replaced by decisions based on scientifi c analysis . 
This applicat ion can be further extended to include the 
area ofmaterials handling , types of material used , and 
design of product . 
i. Even though t h e the ory of stopwatch stu di e s 
is s i~pler t han the use of PT , in some areas it i s fe lt 
t l1at an eng ineer can be trained to write good finished 
s t andards with PTS sooner than with time studies , primari-
l y b e c ause of the great amount of e xperience requ re d be -
fo re an analyst can accurately rate the effor t with which 
an ope r a t or i s pe r forming. He may be ab le t o make time 
studies sooner t h an he can mak e a PTS study , but he will 
more quickly and more often correct with PTS. 
j .. PTS should improve the efficiency of the 
entire industrial engineering group by making them more 
analytical and methods conscious as well as enabling them 
to write more permanent st andards ., 
c. DISADVAN'T'AGES AND/OR LIMITATIONS 
Predetermined time standards do not work per-
fectly a ll the time and there are many featur0s vhich are 
h eld to be disadvantages of such a system. Thes e dis-
advantages will not be discussed in extreme detail but 
will only be generally advanc ed . In some cases a sli ght 
r e buttal will be offe red when the CI'i t ic ism seems extreme ... 
T~ese dis a dvantages will be div ided i n t o the followi ng 
cat egories: 
1. Training of analysts . 
2 . pplic a tion to industria l ope r a tions . 
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3.. Acceptance in indu.stry8 
4. Results achiev~d. 
1 . TR AINING OF ANALYSTS : 
a . One weakness assigned to PTS is that train-
ing in the method of analysis is most involved and requires 
highly skilled . instructors . 
The necessity for be i ng complete l y familiar with 
the theory behind each element o f a system is realized 
even better after one has become experienced in one system 
and tri e s to apply a different PTS system. The writer, 
while gualified to apply MI'M, failed miserably in trying 
to apply Work- Factor with no previous instruction . Whil e 
the theory of PTS in general is quite l ogical the basic 
def'ini tion and informat ion s ourc es f o r each s ystem are 
usually involved enough t o requi re considerable explanation .. 
b . Even after an anal ys t has been trai ned , he 
must exercise judgment of a high order to decide exactly 
what motions coul d and shoul d be employed by the average 
" qualified" operator to perfo rm the work cycle .. 
It i s fe l t that , whi l e this fac tor is necessary 
for adequate motion analysis , it applies not only to PTS 
but also , and probably even more so, to stopwatch studies . 
c . Analysts must be trained as to the l imita-
tions of application of PTS and the e x tent to which the 
operation must be studied .. 
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There may be a possibility that the analyst who 
writes a me thod s tudy based on observat:ton of only one or 
two cyc le s will be less fami l iar with a ll the variables in 
the operation t h an the time st1dy a n a l y st who must base his 
standard on considerab l y more cycle operations . Familiarity 
with non-cyclic vari ab l es is extreme l y i mportant in sho rt 
cy cle , l ong run, low mat erial cos t and h igh l abor cost opera-
tions where they mal~e up a higher portion of the total ti e 
than on long cycle operat ions. 
d . Ther·e i s opportunity .for a wide vari qtion 
among di.fferent analys ts in arriving at a final s t ar..dard 
for the same operation. 
Thi s would be a result of a d i ffe r enc e in opinion 
as t o what i ndividual elements should be classified as and 
wo-U: l d appear to indicate that t!J.ere .::.s a greater number of 
oplnions fo r dis agreement than a time study where onl y 
one l evelling factor per operation is r equired . For this 
reason , it is abs olute l y essent i a l thc.t each analyst under-
stand the theory of appl_c ~tion of ach bas ic element to 
.nsure its proper app l i c a tion . For exampl e , under ·aT " ~ ' a 
• dii'i'icult move and a simple position are simiL·r but in-
c0rrect c l assification could cause a s ign ificant chang e in 
the st 9.n dard ., 
E ~ The t heory behind PTS is so log ical and 
apparent that meny peopl2 h ave tried to apply the time dat a 
witlout an underst anding of the system. 
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Results from such application h ave been, in most 
c ases , unsatisfactory . 11 It is very nec e s sary t hat the 
engineer thoroughly understsmd what he i s doing . PTS look 
simple because of their completely logical approach , a nd 
t here has been a tendency to try to do too :rm..1ch without 
enough training and .experienc e • . When there is any difficulty , 
i t is usually the a ccuracy of t;he engine e r which should be 
questione d, rather than tha t of the system~ 11 * 
2 .. APPLICATIONS TO IJITDUSTRIAL OPERATI Or 
a . Non e of the PTS systems can be used t o estab-
lish accurate time stt:.ndards f or all types of manual work .. 
Typewriting is an example of a job that does not lend itself 
to PTS analys is ., Other j obs 'Fhi ch o.re similarl~r c lc_ss i fi ed 
include c arrying a pan of' nitric aci d or packing 1)0 cc of 
a loose fluffy mat erial in a 100 cc jar. 
While this is a real limitation of PTS s ystems 
it is worth pointing out that any of these operations 
would be e xtremely difficu l t to analyze with s topwatch time 
studies . It is possible to combine PTS data with frequency 
studies and arrive at a perfectly reliable standard. 
b . It is i mposs t b l e to determine time values for 
machine controlled or process con trolled operations ; as a 
r esult, the only sati~factory solution is tSe use o f a 
0topwa tch . 
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c. If the job consists of highly repetitive 
motions or has a very short c yc le , the analysis must be 
exact and , even if it is exact , inaccuracies inherent in 
the time values may result in a vTrong ans wer· . Some PTS 
systems guarantees consi stently accurate results only if 
the cycle time is 0 . 1.5 minutes or longer . This is a con-
sideration for all companies to bear in mind ~~d allow for 
when analyzing short cyc le operations 
d . The ideal motion pa.ttern may be different 
from that of an oper ator . 
This can be considered only as an ill conceived 
criticism since there is no rBal reaso n for feeling the 
actual and recommended motion pattern should be the same . 
They seldom are unti l the o~erator has been correctl 
trained . 
e . Operations in heavy industry requiring in-
volved b ody motions and vral k ing are more difficult to 
analyze because of the l ack of standard data . As ope!' -
tions require more body movement and is less repetitive 
the val e of building up standard data becomes ess and fBW 
companies h ave applied PTS to such operations . A few have 
(see the review of the York Corporation) with goo d succe s s 
so that while PTS is not as readily applicable to heavy 
industry, it can be used satisfactorily by experienced 
analysts . 
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f. The problem of fatigue a l lowances on heavy 
labor jobs subjecting body members to undue local fatigue 
is ignored and remains unsolved . This i s really a problem 
common to all rate setting systems and is not a valid 
criticism of PTS . 
3e RESULTS REALIZED : 
a . On more repetit i ve work , standards usually 
are too tight because no provision i s made in the time 
values for hesitat i ons, false motions , etc. that probably 
should be expected. 
This limitation can be overcome quite nicely by 
taking frequency studies of all elements which are external 
to the re ular e l ements but which occur frequently enough 
to warrant time allowed for them. 
b . If a predetermined time standard is disputed 
or does not seem to work out ~· stopwatch time study must 
often be used to find out why . 
This is a very acceptable approach and a stopwatch 
study is often used by many companies a s a check on each of 
t .. 1eir MTM analysis. Normally only a few cycle time s are 
required to .p rovide a suitabl e back- up study. Again, we 
can apply this same criticism to regu.l ar time studies . 
Should a stopwatch time standard be disputed supporting 
studies must be taken to clear up the disputed areas .. 
c. The several predetermined time systems have 
a number of elements with vapying time values which would 
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indicate that-there is some question as to.accuracy sinc e 
they can ' t a ll be right . 
This c riticism is based on the fact that the time 
re uired to move a small block six inchee varies from one 
system to the n"'.zt . While this is true when only isDlated 
basic elements are considered it is not necessarily true 
when the entire operation is considered. Since each sy'3tem 
has a slightly different approach in compiling standard 
data it is sometimes impossible to find exactly the same 
element in more than one PTS system and , as a result, there 
is no basis for comparison. In addition, so~e systems 
have a built - in incentive a llowance which would have to be 
adjusted when comparison is made with other systems . It 
appears realistic to assu~e that , since most of the PTS 
systems have been developed by men wi th years of time study 
experience , they certainly have been able to build element a l 
data at least with as l!luch a c curacy as normal tiMe studies, 
nrovide d the data is applied correctly. l\usapplication of 
any standard data will always result in inconsi stenc es and 
inaccuracies. 
d ., It has not been proved that a given motion 
will have a fixed time value regardless of the motions 
Thich precede or folloF it. 
Thls is certainly true and certainly the ori · ina-
tor's cf a PTS system would not deny it . In fact, they have 
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g one to g~eat l eng ths to al low for the var i ety of elements 
which prece de or follow bas i c reache s or moves . This ma y 
still be cons i dered a l imitation, however, but shou ld no t 
be any mo re s igni f.i c ant t h an the pr B.ct ic e of rat i n g eac h 
e leme n t a s s ome t i.:.:1e st 1dy analysts somet i:i:iJe s do . 
e . Vork ers have pract i cally no unders tanding of 
how s t andG.rds are de v elo :;)ed from use of standard data . This 
is an area that manar:; mnent must de velo o fully in orde.P to 
c ompletely sell t he e wployees . This ap~l ies no t only to 
h ourly operators but to supervision &s Tiel l , espe c ially t h ose 
su~ervisors with no experien c e with PTS expe rienc e . 
4. ACCEP'EA:i.'TCE I :tT DTD:JSTRY 
Fr om a r e view of the disadvantage s l isted above , 
it appears that most oi' t i:1em ori g i nated ;;;i th peo~)le who b.ad 
onl y a supe r f' icial lnwnl edg e of PT :3 theory and aoplic a tion . 
'r;:1is is not ~Eea..n t to in d.i cate t :J.a t t here are no soun ct 
criticisms sinc e t h ere are ~ut it is oxtre melv iJ1H)Ortan t 
. - ~ -
t ha t each system be considered indi v idually sincA the li~i -
tat i on fo und i n one is probabl y not co~~o2 i~ all . ~o 
standard data s y stem can be completely f l exi ble; as a re -
s ult , each is set up t o approach the 9 roblern in a differen t 
way . ~ach Imlst be ~uilt around a certain philosophy of 
approach, i . e., .in \iiork - F'actor the basic wot i on is a ,nove 
and the time re quil"ed to c o::npletc t h e mo ve is depen d e n t on 
the a ntion to be performed before and after the 1.1ove and can 
be varied by definite t Lne addit i ons ; :.tiT~1.1 feels the reach or 
move can be clas~ified but o not plRc e as much emphasis 
on the pre c edinq: or follo-.'ling move ; and B ilT has n e mpi r ic a l 
factor th 2~t mu·st be multiplied to obtai n reach and move 
times .. Al l o f this is s i mpl y t o say t hnt e a ch system is 
strong in ce r t&in a r eas . If any VIas suitab l e for a ll in-
dust:r.>ia l appli c ations there would be no !leed for more than 
one . Obvious l y , this is not t r ue ; theref'o re 1 it is essentia . 
tha t a c0~pany ~nould consider c~refully before firally 
se l e c ti~g a system. 
One of the easiest ways to get poor results from 
a PT.::\ program is to ha'Je i t poorly instal led . ~he best W" 
to sta.rt a new system · s probabl y to hire an engineer vii th 
prior I11T1· experiAnce or send one of the company industrial 
en ineers to a Ji.IITM t rai ning school . If the system canrJ.C t 
be set up by trained personne l from 1Nithin, then a qualified 
cr·nsnlti::1g firm should be hired to oo the j ob .. Ei· her 
technique is a c cept ab l e and t he cho i c e depends on many rae .;.;. 
to!.'s wh i ch wil l not be di s cu ssed. Th e i mportant point.to 
remember is t hat the success or the program depen .s are t 
deal on the t ra i ning i mpar ted t o the industrial engineers 
ot the beginning. 
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CHAPTER IV 
INDUcTRIAL ACCEPTANC," OF PTS Al'l"D CASE HISTORIES 
I NDUSTRTAL ACCEPT~~CE OF PT S : 
Although PT S systems had their origin some 20 
years ago, t heir a cc eptance in indust r y has been most 
pronounced during the pas t decade ~ On a percentage bas i s , 
their coverag e of industry is slight ; however , it is ex-
pe c ted to i ncrease considerably in the next few yee.rs as 
the syst ems a re improved and t he applicat ion techniques 
universal . 
The g rowth in future years will no t be the same 
as t _at experienced in t he past few years which wa s of a 
sudden, mushrooming accept ance . Many c ompanies clutche d 
at PTS as an ans'<':er to a l l of the ir production problems 
and were quickly disillusioned ~ Others misapplied the in-
formation to the point ~hat the results wer e worthles s . 
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Still o ther companies were overso l d only to find that the i r 
operat ions were not of t he type t o wh:!..ch PTS are most valuable ., 
The c ompani es which carefu lly chose and app l ied 
PTS have a chieved encouraging re sults with them. The ex-
periences of both the succ e ssful and unsuc cessf u l companies 
should act as a sobering influence on companies in the future . 
As a result, future expanis ::Lo n wi ll probabl y occur at a 
moderate pac e but the p ercentage of succ essful co:!Tlpanies 
should be higher . 
The f ollowing case histor i es are used to illustrate 
the v alue and versatility of ThTrM, as a typic a l t ype of PTS 
system. The degrees of suc cess and the variety of uses 
f'o u nd for MTM will prove surprisin g even to those peop le 
familia r with T·.'IT M in a specific industry. 
A. ARGUS CJt'\tTF.R!\S , INC . 
This company is a manufac turer of cameras , 
pro j ectors , and precision optical i nstruments . There 
recognition of the need for fl .1ch a management technique 
and the decision t o ad6pt it is r e lated by Nilliam c. 
Thompson, Manager of :"1Iethods and St andards: 
" Before going into detail on assembly l inl9s , 
I might mention how we switched from time study to r 1 . or 
a l mos t all of our factory operations . In t he year just 
before 1950, a situation deve l oped in our incentive stand-
ards which cou ld be described as one of r c reeping standards ~~ 
The me thods upon which our times tudy standards were based 
were sub j ect to gradual , creep ing change , until the standard 
time for manual operations was no longer proper for he 
cha~ged method . From the elemental description on our t_me -
studies , however , it was impossible to prove t hat c ertain 
methods changes h ad occurred. This experience showed us the 
necessity o f a more complete methods description on ou r in-
centive sta.Ddards tha 1 is possible with time s t udy . 
When we f ound that MTM not onl y provided this des -
cription, but a l so facilitated a good methods program, we 
moved gradually j_nto MTM. Now, after using MrM for metho s 
study and inccnti ve s·tandards f or thre e years , we know t hat 
MT r.'I works . " -:< 
-:<-12 
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r ...ITM is not intended to be any more than a single 
intergral part of the entire production management program 
and its position can be seen in techniques outline below : 
I .. PROJECT OHGANIZATION 
a. Determine the production requirements . 
b .. Determine the project unit labor index which 
· is a guide to the amount of' time which can 
economically be spent in setting a standard 
for an operation. 
c . Assignment of man power. 
d ., Group meeting of high level personnel includ-
ing the Plant Manager , Foreman, Production 
Engineer, Quality Control, Industrial Engine-
er , to discuss generally the problems in-
volved in setting up the line . 
e . Group meeting of tne assembly workers in-
volved to keep them informed and to enlist 
their co-operation . 
f . Set up a project f ile which is a history of 
the project papers which have accumulated 
and includes the operation analysis , i\ofi'M 
studies and othei' data ,. 
II., OPERATION ANALYSIS 
a . Make an operation process chart~ 
b . Draw up a f'low-chart. 
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c. Make a complete MrM ans.lysis o f the exis t-
ing opera tions . Mr M studies of the exist -
ing operat ions should be made in order to 
analyze the motions required to :9 erform the 
operations ~ If the standards on present 
operations are b ased upon ~.filM, then these 
stu ie s may be reviewed and used. If those 
standar ds were set by stopwatch time study , 
the methods and standards analys t will 
study all mainline and subassembly opera-
tions and record the motions presently used . 
Each opera tion should be b roken down into 
small elements . The analyst should try to 
confor~ to the practice of limiting each 
e lement to approximately t we lve (12) motions . 
Short elements will simplify the work of ba-
l ancing the opera tions on the new l ine . The 
results of this s t udy of the motions used 
on existing operations will gre atly faci li-
tate some of the 13ter work on the pro j ect . 
The analyst will rely heavily upon this 
analysis vvhen he visualizes the motions re -
quired for n ew workplace l ayouts. 
d . Complete methods ana l ys is . 
e. Determine the ne c ess ity of new tooling and 
design. 
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f . Balance the assembly line to determine the 
nwnber of work stations required. 
III. PROJECT INSTALLATION: 
a. Hold the second group meeting to review the 
progress , approve workplace · layouts , re -
schedule the balance of the project , and 
approve tooling .. 
b . Layou t the main assembl y line . 
c.. Layout the subassembly areas . 
d . Layout the material storage areas . 
e . Prepare layout templates . 
f . Prepare the cost of installation. 
g .. Finalize the l\!JTM analysis . At this time, 
wri t e up the iV!TM anal ysis for each work 
station and subassemblies in a neat and 
orderly fashion . From this , write up t he 
operator instruction c ards to simplify 
operator tra ining . It is also wise to re -
check the procedures for quality control , 
count control , scrap and salvage control , 
stocking and material h andling , and other 
problerns which may affect the operation of 
the line . 
h Hold final group meeti~g for approval from 
each area involved. 
i . Install the new lin e .. 
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IV • INSTALLATION FOT..JL01JI!- UP: 
a. Instruct the operator at the new workplaces 
during the trial run by use of the methods 
outlined i n the l'.I TM standaPd,. · 
b. Verify the visuali zed TllT M sta.ndard. After 
the line has been tried and the regular 
ope rators have been on the job long enough 
t o become accustomed to the job and their 
workplaces, it is a lways desirable to ob -
ser•ve the mot ions for e v e r y j ob and to check 
the MT:Pti analysis . It :may be found t hat i n 
setting up the line , slight changes were 
made in several operations , or that some 
visualized motions did not accomplish the 
purpose of the. operation. 
c . Issue the standar ds . 
d . Issue the job description cards . 
e.- Bring the line up t o incentive performance . 
From the preceding it is seen that MT M is u sed 
as only one of several managementrs tools.in setting u 9 a 
new p roduct line at Argus.. They a re quite p l e a sed with the 
re s ults obtained in t h e ir "team approach" to problem solving . 
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B . SE_/LL{S : ROEBUCK AND COiYIPANY 
This company has been able to apply !:'lTM data to 
off ice operations and procedures with ap parent success des-
pite their own apprehensions when they started the program. 
One of ·their major concerns was the effect that 
mental processe s had on the manual operations . Their final 
con clusion was that jobs tended to become routine t hrough 
definite and established procedures with the decisions be-
ing reduced to one or t vw alternatives wh i ch could be per-
i'ormed without de lay of the manual elemen ts. 
They have applied ~ff.l1 M only to "·routine clerical 
o p erations in areas where s u fficient volume by typ e permits 
profic iency to be attained and allows for automatic reaction 
in the p erforman ce of the requirements of the operation•'! 
One of the op erations which vms analyzed and f'or 
which a standard was set was tha t of locating a c a rd in a 
file . As Mr . Leahy explains : 
11 0ne of our act i vities requires t h e clerk to 
select a master card on which the catalo g number , color 
an d/or size range as well as t h e unit or multiple prices of 
each article ap pears so that we· are certain that t h e i t.em 
is · available as reque s ted and the customer has allowed the 
proper price . 
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TABLE v 
LOCATE CA.f:tD I N FILE ( MIXED) 
LEFT BA:ND MOTION T!viU MOTIO N RIGH'r HAND 
To gu ide card RllB 12.2 
Contract rear of' tab G5 
Guide card f'orward M2B 4.6 
Reach to appro ximate 
location of' card 3 R2D 17.7 
Insert f'inger behind 
card G2B 10.5 
Move card forward 3 M2B i4•8 Loc a te exact card tt RlD • 1.~ GlB 14.0· 
4 Ml B 11 .• 6 (G2) ili.6 EF 2 Check Cat log 
Number 
113.4 (12, p. 14) 
The f'ile in v.rhich these cards are f'iled is pro-
vided v7ith f'i ve-posi tion t abbed guide cards f'or each hundred 
or each thousand dependent on t he number of' items cataloged 
within each divis ion. After reading the item entered on the 
customer 's order the clerk then selects the pattern card 
f'or this item to compare with the entry to determine if it 
is available as requested, that the customer has allowed the 
proper amount and to be certain to give the customer the 
benefit of the lowest advertised amount . 
Careful analysis of this element revealed that 
the clerk reached f'rom the resting bar at the base of the 
file to the proper guide card ~nd . moved the guide, and all 
cards bef'ore it, forward to present a ' v ' opening in the file 
to permit the observation · of' the cata.log number imprinted on 
the upper left hand corner. 
Since catalog numbers are seldom, if ever, in solid 
nQmerical sequen ce i t is difficult to arrive at t h e app roxi-
mat e location of the specific card required without ' ·feeling -
out' the file. As the file contains some 40, 000 cards the 
operators cannot develop sufficient knowledge of the files 
so that an average of three 2 inch finger reaches are neces-
sary to arri ve at the approximate location. From thi s point 
an average of four additional reaches, across the tvt open-
i n g in the file a.11.d involving only one, t wo or three cards, 
are needed t o finally reach the exact card~"* 
The same approach is extended to a number of 
simila r typ e opera tions with considerable work having b een 
don e in the reading of numbers . and the eye focus time in-
volved. Some of the variables which had to b e considere d and 
allowed for were price, color, size and comb inations thereof. 
Careful training of employees was necessary to insure proper 
methods of reading the card, an operation wh i ch has elements 
t hat are not alwa y s easily understood. 
Before adopting MTM, all time study standards in-
cluded times f or elemen ts such as "comp are 11 , "examine", and 
"read 11 , all of vvhich were extremely difficult to time with 
accuracy. Th e operator had t o be speed rated, almost an 
impossibili t y i n t h e t y pe of element involve d . It was dif-
ficult an d, in f a ct, u ndersirable to use the timestudy valu es 
-:H2, P. 13-·14 
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:for building standard data. The use o f MI' Iv1 has made it 
possible to carefully analyze the e y e focuses required and 
build up a time value for them. In speaking of this situa-
tion Mr. Leahy says: 
nprior to the u se of MTl\li for conditions of this· 
sort, our time study engineers were always warned to b e on 
the alert for •overdo i ng' such element as •compare•, 
' examine' and •read' for we kriew that many persons being 
observed would •overdo' these elements .. In many cases the 
'overdoing ' was sufficient to cause loose st andards to be 
installed even though i t was apparent and observer rated 
the element down."~:-
Sears Roebuck finds MI' M esp ec i ally import ant in 
reducing the maintenance time required on standards plus the . 
fact that t h ey h ave n o t found it n ecessary to adjust earned 
r a tes awaiting the development of new standards . They also 
f ound that they increased their production per person by 
100-150% with new standards set with IVITM and , all in all, 
the company is quite pleased with the · results and reco~~ends 
.M.TM to any company with cleric a l activities needing stan dards. 
~<-12, P. 15 
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c. BENDIX AVIATION CORPORA'I'ION, PIO Nl=i:ER-CEl1JTR AL DIVISION 
Another company which incorporated an NTW program 
to fill a special need in their pro duction operation was 
the Pioneer-Central Division, Bendix Aviation Corporation 
of Davenport , Iowa~ 
Pioneer-Central is one of 28 divisions of the parent 
company which manufactures items ranging f'rom brake linings 
to electronic computers, from p owersteering to automatic 
pilots. 
The Pioneer-Central division develop, design, man-
ufactu re and market some 12 classes an d 150 models of avia-
tion instruments such as attitude gyros, autosyn indicators, 
oxygen regulators, jet fuel-flow transmitters and liquid-
o~Jgen equipment. 
Production is of the low-volume, high-precision 
type . A run on any one product of 500 units per month is 
large, and manufacturing tolerances of ~ millionth are not 
rare. The largest and heaviest machined component is an 
aluminitL'11 die-casting weighing 5 pounds and the smallest is 
0 . 000013 pounds . (it would take more than 10,000 to fill a 
thimble). Machine -tool equipment ranges from standard 
Delt;a drill presses and Wa.rner and Swagzey turrets to special 
Swiss automatic screw- machines and micromills . The opera-
tion can best be classified as a precision job shop. 
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When Bendix purchased the plant in 1950 they 
found that stopwatches had been received so unfavorably 
under the previous management that it was nec e ssary to set 
standards with no time studies or elemental breakdowns . By 
1953 , the company realized that their standards s y stem was 
inadequate. A decision was made to install a work-measure-
ment program and :.wr r.1 was selected as the system to be adopted. 
Even after management adopted MTM it was ne ces-
sary f or the industrial engineering sta.ff to implement the 
prog r run and make it work. They accomplish ed this through 
the f ollowing program: 
1. Instructors fro m the industrial engineering 
group conducted i•:1Tf!I training courses rang ing 
from 16 to 120 hours to key members of all 
departments , plantwide . MT I,~ became t he 
universal language of me thods-consciousness 
and of cost-reduction projects . 
2. Some 16,000 staff' rnanhours v;ere spent by 
ma j or Service Departments in evaluating and 
a mending t-heir functions , guided by a ~vianage ­
ment Steering Cownittee mee ting at least 
weekly . In these meetings the initials n I'.!fl'Iv:!n 
b ec ame synonymous with any :fresh idea for 
improvement. 
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3. !IT U Anal ysi s were made ou t of promising 
Setup men and Leadhands lending substance 
to I',1anage ment 1 s expressed preference for 
promotion from within. 
L~ . The old Stan dards Department was expanded 
into the begim~ings of a proper Industrial 
Engineering Department. Four sections v1 ere 
set up wi th Group Leaders to attack the . 
physical job of' a c omb:Lried l\t1TM methods-1m-
provement and standard-setting prog ram. 
These sections were : 
a. Facilities Standardization 
b. St and ard Data 
c. Standard Setting 
d . Traintng and Pr og ram Control 
An import ant feature of t h e whole program was work -
p lace standardization. The following outline indic at es the 
detail work devoted to the project . 
THE TEl'l STEPS I N r'lT M F!ORl\:PLACE STANDARDI ZATI011J FOR 
RELAYO t.J T OF A l\1ACHINI}.TG DE P'r . 
"'PREP JU1. ATION" 
1 . Conduct a t vvo - week survey, all shif ts , of 
actual jobs running on speci:fic machines . 
2. Establish production-load requirements by 
ident ical machine g roups . 
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3. Balance e x isting pro duction capacity by 
machine group s a gainst pro duc tion load , allow-
ing for overload. 
4. Relayout department fo~ b est internal and ex-
ter n al material flo v-v using templates . Revi ew 
prop o sed layout with all levels and shifts of 
Manufac turing and Service Dep artment super-
vision involved. Obt ain t h eir a p proval signa-
tures on finalized layout. 
5. Analyze , develop, and design on paper Standard-
ize d Workplaces for identical machine group s 
us ing Visualization on a t ypical range of cur-
rent running jobs. 
6. Establish resultant bas ic motion pat tern , re -
f'ine desi gn by quest i oning and i11inimi z i ng each 
var i ab l e , and establish costs and saving s 
estima tes. 
II I NST .ALLAT I O N" 
7. Install a sample Workplace on a t ypical 
machine in each machine group. t Debug ' ·sample 
with Foreman on floor us i ng a ctual jobs, opera-
tors, setup men, etc. Finalize and release de- · 
sign fo r duplication. With finalized sample; 
com~ence developing St andard Data . 
8. Provide floor -consult ant service to Maintenance 
Department during physical inst a llation. 
Heanwhile, indoctrinat e supervision of all rele -
vant departments on all shift s re principle s of 
new layout and Workp l ace opera tion. 
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9 . Off - site, with sample Workplace, films and slides, 
conduct t h ree-h our training courses f or opera-
tors, all shifts, vvi th Top 1JJ:anagement 
particip ation. 
10. Provide residen t-engine e ring service, all 
shifts, for on-the-job-tra ining of supervision, 
operators and se rvice perso~nel f or the firs t 
month. Establish s h ort daily trouble review 
at Superintendent level. : 
During the fir st eight month s the Mr r-,r program was 
in effect it was f ound that the comp an y could, with relativ e -
ly untrained pe rsonn el, accurately: 
1. Establish standard data that could be maintained 
easily and a llow us to set good produ ct ion 
st andards quickly. 
2 . Deve lop standardized 1orkplaces with out the 
usual e xpensive trials and errors . 
3. Es timate the effec ts of a pro~o sed change in 
metho ds, too l ing or workplace . -* 
->~12' p. 30-31 
I ~ . Dunn indicates that: 
11 \1!i thout Standardized Workplaces it was found 
almost impossible to dupl i cate job conditions from lot to 
lot. H'hile a 50 to 100~:; improvement in produc t ion cou l d b e 
a chieved by setting p recise standards, a further i mprove -
ment of 30-40% could be g ained from the Standardized ~ark­
place alone , without expensive tooling or proce ssing chang es . 
By using MT I·.'i Visuali zation while designing workpl aces , we 
saved countless hours and doll ars of trial and error develop-
ment . Operator training time as well as opera tion t ime 
was markedly reduced by the establishment of a standard 
motion pattern. 
The cost or s aving s of a proposed change is now 
estimated with an accuracy of less than 10% error . A scien-
tific basis for decision has thus replac ed opinion. "->:-
The saving s can best be seen by looking at the 
increase in production after installation of Tir1' Jo.I st a ndard s . 
Ope rator att a iil...ment to old standards was 78%. -'IT:r i.~ s tanda rds 
vJere 20L~js of the old standards and , in addition, percent 
at tainme nt increased to lOL,_fo . 
Anot1er area where improvement was reali zed was 
in accomplishment a g ainst schedule, v1hich r o se from a previous 
high of 58% to consistently above 90% despite a reduction in 
spindle availability of 17% caused by removing machines to 
save space. 
->:·12, P . 30 
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These saving s were made without benefit of an 
incentive system. 
Other areas in which 1/lTM has been applied are: 
1. Tooling 
2. Material handling design 
3. Paperwork s ys tems analysis 
4. Vendor inspection procedures 
Summarized, the savings in one small section amounted 
to well over ~~ 20, 000 in 8 months with an investmen t return 
period of 14 weeks. 
D. THE MAGNAVO X COJ~:1PANY 
The Magnavox Company is a h igh ly integrated man-
ufac t urer of r a dio and television sets. Their scop e of 
o perations include the f ollowing breakdo1.•.rn by p lants . 
a. FORT ':'!AYl\TE , INDI ANA 
1. Assemblies ranging from high to low 
2. 
G: 
6. 
pre cision. 
Electronic testing and adjustment of 
medi um and high p r eci sion. 
Chemical and electro-chemical p r ocessing . 
Major f ini shing procedures s uch as plat -
ing and paintin g . 
A variety of fabri c ation such as h igh to 
low precision machini n g , riveting and 
mechani c a l assemb l y , complex wire pre-
parat ion, and coil winding . 
Intricate inspection and qual ity control 
procedures . 
b . J A~,,IESTOiJ.iN , NEW YORI'I: 
1. Furniture plywood 
c. GR <'PNVILLE , TEl,nT •JSSEE 
1. Radio and television chassis 
2 . Radio and television sets 
3. Ra dio and televis ion cabinets 
d . PADUC.ll.J!, KENTUCKY 
1. IVIechanical components 
2. Speak ers -
3. Trans fo rmers 
Consultants were used to set up the MT I\1 prog ram 
at the Greenville plant but the installation was done in-
ternally at a ll remaining plants. The fol lowing outline 
indicates t h e techniques followed in their various p l ants . 
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TABLE VII 
l'.Ti'M INSTALLATIO N F'LOW CHART 
STEP I . SELECT AN I NSTRUCTOR 
A. Select from within if practical . 
B. Instructo r qualifications desired. 
1. Above average intelligence. 
2 . Excellent personality . 
3. Competent to t1..,ansmi t his knowledge to 
others . Teaching experience and educational 
work are highly desirable in him. 
L,_ ., Can sell intangibles to all levels of 
management and workers . 
5. Reacts favorably t o new ideas and can 
orig inate creative i deas . 
6. Has a sound fundamental knowledge of good 
Industrial Engiheering . 
7. Applies common sense to his everyday 
problems and is pract i cal . 
~ 8. Is motivated strongly enough to achieve 
success and work under stress without emotional 
complications - can please whi le insisting . 
9 . Is likely to stay vd th the firm for at 
least the duration of the training program. 
STEP II. rrR J\.IN THE PROSPECTIVE INSTRUCTOR 
A. Send him to a reliable Mr M training school. 
3 . Assi gn specific objectives for him to attain 
at the training school such as: 
1. Learn as much as possible about the ~liT M 
science and technique . -
2. Pay particular attention to details of 
selling and installing lV!l'Ivr. 
3 . Take complete notes on both lectu res and 
all questions and answers that develop during 
class sessions and discussions . 4. Obtain the maximum amount of class pass -
out material and teachirig aids, or record the 
available sources for them. 
c. Qualify him as a IviTM Application Engineer . 
D. Provide quided application and e xperience by 
having him check existing standards vvi th :&Trl\!I and, 
in turn, have his new ItlT lW studies checked by some 
othel.., member of the industrial engineering staff. 
All of thi s work should be critically reviewed by 
the manag.er Of the Standards section. Besides 
creating interest and building confidence in the 
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proce dure, the strategy will collect for t h e 
instructor a considerable quantity of actual 
!·.'lr i.1 data vrhi ch is absolutely essential to both 
the proj e cted training courses and complete ?Jr 1.1 
As sociation approval of the traini n g pro gram. 
STEP IIL PLAN THE THAI NTNG COURSE 
STEP I V. 
A. Make policy decisions, specific plans. 
B. Plan detailed course for application engineers. 
C. Plan appreciation course for ru pervisors. 
DEVELOP 
A. Use 
1. 
2. 
4: 
slides . 
NiT 1'1.1 Association requirements as a gu i de. 
Training manual. 
Clas s charts. 
Class passout sheets. 
Visual aids, such as motion pictu r es and 
5. Suppl ie s of TII.IT' IvT working forms. 
6 . Student participation materials such as 
motio n demon stration kits. 
7. IVfl' M textbo ok . 
B. Purchase or develop teaching a i ds. 
c. Prepare detailed course o~tline. 
STEP V. OBTAIN OR DEVELOP A TRAI NING MANUAL 
A. Consult all available information sources. 
B. Decide v-1hethe r manual vvill be strictly for 
training or will also serve as a reference manual. 
c. Decide if manual will need to conform to ~.Tr i.[ 
Ass ociation s tandards. 
D. Analyze the cost of buying versus developing . 
STEP VI . OB'1'AI N r·lTM ASSOCI ATION APPROVAL 
A. Base decision on knowledge that appro val will: 
1. Insure that adequate and correct training 
of personnel is being provided . 
2. Provide an impartial evaluation of the 
trainees' knowledg e of the new technique. 
3. Provide professiona~ recognition for the 
men from the rilTM Association. 4. Mutually benef'i t the pers onnel a nd the 
company through t h eir professional advancement. 
5. Give evidence of the calibre and integrity 
to those mos t qual ifie d to help and the students to 
b e trained. 
6. Instill manage ment's faith in the endeavor. 
7. As sure that the new syst e m will not lose 
effectiveness due to loss of required maintenance 
or lack of vital information. 
0."2 
B. Join as Sustaining Member 
c. Obt a in approval of course and plans . 
D. Qualify the instructor . 
STEP VII . START A.l'ID CONDU CT TRAI NI NG 
STEP VIII . CO MPLETE THE INSTALLATIO:r~ AND NIAH~T.AiltJ . 
A. Use consultants when advisable. 
B. .Assure proper MTM technique usage . 
c. Do no t permit system to deteriorate . 
(12 , P. 55-61) 
It is app arent that . Magnavox management feels that 
a careful installation of the TvlT IVf program is necessary to 
obtain b est results . That they were pioneers in their 
approach is evidenced by the fact that they were the first 
company in industry to gain 1\'lT I'.:I .Association approval for its 
own course de velopment . 
The results of the li1T l\1 program were different 
:from those in other plants where significant chang es were 
noted in the production operations in the form of decreased 
costs, increased produc t ion and ' othe r tangible ways . A~ 
~,,lagnavox, however, the operations appear to have been well 
under control and the addition of l'lfl'M was a pol ishing effect 
on an already fine finish of industrial engineering practices 
and to replace other forms of st a ndard data Mr . Karger 
summarizes t h eir positi on by saying : 
" No radical or revolutionary changes resulted 
from the usage of 1';1T M by our company . In fact, we f o llowed 
a deliberate policy of de - ·emphasizing the fact that a new 
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technique wa s being utilized. This seemed wise for employee 
relations because they were already accustomed to time 
standards set without stopwatch study. Daily usage had 
l ong been made of a large collection of standard data based 
on a combination of t i me study and some Work Factor analysis . 
This orig inal standard data is now being supplemented by data 
develo ped with i\:1T M. It is of intere st to note that spo t 
chec k s with MTrn: showed the orig inal standards to be adequate 
for comp arable methods . 
At p resent , none of our plants operate under in-
centives; however , we very carefully measure the efficiency 
at each cost center and expect operator performance com-
mensurate with that prevailing in incentive plants . 
As to the union question, there are none a t our 
Greeneville and Chataugua plants . At Paducah, the I UE- .CIO 
holds a contract for the p l ant. The bargaining agency at 
Fort Wayne is the VER and I,!~.rv·A union. You might a l so find 
interest in knowing that the president and chief steward of 
t he u nion at Fort \fJ ayne attended the NIT£:! Appreciation Course 
with our supervisors . 
Direct usag e of the IViT M techni que has been made 
to pre pare estimates, achieve methods improvement , aid 
operator tra ining , extending and i mproving our standard 
time data , and to set working standards on a wide variety 
of manual o pe rations such as are found in fabrication and 
assembly processes . 
The training of all tool design personnel in 
detailed I'l'.rr l'·,! . afforded· distinct benefits in achieving pro-
du ction of tools vvhose usag e required l ess time and effort 
f r om t h e op erators . Process eng ineers employed the same 
tra ining to derive better results from workplace layout 
and balancing of operations . Our s ·~andards analysts vvere 
enabled to determine and evaluate time variables with 
greater ease after their I;'.IT M training was completed. Ex-
planation of standards to .. supervision was also enhanced 
by both the superior method record of IvlT M patterns and the 
training of such personnel . in Simplified I\ilT H Data. 
Management, industrial engineers, supervisors, 
and workei'S have all g ained conf'idence in time standards 
develo p ed by r/IT l'li. Perhaps this last point is most vital 
t o our feeling that a successful installation has been 
a ccompli she d . 11 -l~ 
~~12, P. SS- 61 
E . YORI COR PORATION 
The primary purpose of MTi\ri at this company is to 
provide s t andards on which to base incentive payments . The 
wide variety of machining operations include Foundry and Core 
Room operations, Tube Bending, Brazing, Heavy Machining, 
Sawing, Expanding, and Deburring. An idea of the equipment 
involved is found in the following list: 
143 lathes consisting of eng ine, t u rret, 
tracer and automatic 
47 boring mills, bath vertical and horizontal 
154 drill presses of radical, post, sensitive, 
horizontal and multiple : spind le types 
30 grinders made up of cylindrical, centerless, 
internal, surface, profile, vertic a l and rotary 
5 p laners 
7 broaches 
6 h oning machines 
p lus such others in varying quantities as jig mills, jig 
borers , shapers, slat te rs, saw and f iling machine s, lappin g 
machines , thread mills, centering machines, b and saws, and 
t appers 'Nhich help fit t hi s company in the heavy machining 
f ield. 
MTM is being used primarily to build standard 
dat a charts such as t h is one for engine and tracer lathes 
shoWn in Table VIII. 
SYi'.IDOL 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
L 
!vi 
N 
p 
R 
s 
T 
u 
v 
w 
y 
Al 
Bl 
Cl 
Dl 
El 
Fl 
Gl 
Hl 
Jl 
Ll 
TABLE VIII 
TABLE OF DJ!.:TAIL EI.u"S f<:1ENTS 
ELJ:!.~ NlEl'JT DESCRIPTION Ll"'.!':VEL Ivii J'.JS • 
Load and unload work pie ce (0-5 lbs) 
Load and unload work piece (5-25 lbs) 
Load and unload work piece (25-50 lbs) 
Load and unload work piece (over 50 lbs) 
Move and position crane . 
Posit i on sling ·to lift part of macihine 
Lift ' piece from skid to crane 
r~,•rove piece to machine or skid (under 48") 
Remove sling and aside 
Move crane aside 
Obtain and move crane to pos~~1on 
Pos i tion sling · to lift part from machine 
6.mder 48" in length) . 
Lower piece to skid and remove sling 
(under 48" in length) · 
Move piece by . crane to machine or sl{id 
(under 48" in length) 
Position sling to lift part from machine 
(over 48" in length . 
Remove sling and aside (over 4Bn in length) 
Lower piece to skid and remove sling 
(over 48n in length) 
Loosen dog and tighten (1 screw) 
Loosen dog (1 screw) 
Position dog and tighten (2 screws) 
Loosen dog (under l+8n in length) 2 screws 
Position dog and tighten (over 48" . in 
length) 2 screws · 
Loosen dog and remo ve (over 48" in length) 
Position and tighten tailstock center 
Release and run back t~ilstock center 
Release tailstock, run center back, raise 
piece to clear (under 48" in length) 
Position and tighten tailstock center 
(over 48" in length) 
Release tailstock and turn centers back, 
raise piece to ciear (over 48" in length) 
Position piece to centers (hand loading) 
Position piece to centers (crane loading) 
Position piece to centers (crane loading -
over 48" in length) 
Tighten 3 - javif universal chuck {0-5 lbs) 
.073 
.12h 
. 213 
1.584 
. 320 
.120 
. 302 
.164 
.074 
.,107 
. 193 
. 136 
.115 
.226 
.158 
. 124 
.137 
.188 
.139 
• 237 
.176 
.3~.8 
.228 
.124 
.098 
.128 
. 220 
.186 
. oL.l 
.063 
. 125 
.133 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
SYY..ffiOL EL:-:;; i··IIE!NT DESCRIPTION LEVEL _·!ITNS . 
r.a 
Nl 
Pl 
Q.l 
Rl 
Sl 
Tl 
Ul 
Vl 
1 
Yl 
Zl 
Release 
Tighten 
Re l ease 
Tighten 
Re le a se 
Ti ghten 
Release 
Tighten 
Release 
Tighten 
Release 
Tighten 
3-jaw universal chuck (0-·5 l bs ) 
3-j aw universal chuck (5-25 lbs) 
3-jaw univers a l chuc k (5-25 l bs ) 
3-jaw universal chuck (25-50 lbs) 
3-jaw universal chuc k (25-50 lbs) · 
3-jaw universal chuck (over 50 l bs) 
3 -jaw universal chuc k (over 50 lbs) 
piece i n 4- jaw chuck ( 0-5· "lbs) 
4-jaw independent chuck ( 0-·5 lbs) 
piece in L~-j avJ chuck 5-25 lbs) 
L~-jaw independent chuck (5-25 lbs) 
work p iece in L~- jaw chuck ( 25-50 l bs ) 
.130 
.152 
.145 
.175 
.160 
.212 
.187 
.216 
.185 
.246 
.228 
.280 
(12, P. 85) 
The abo ve a re only 44 of a tot a l of 233 individua lly 
diife rent and distin ct elements which have been built up 
fo r these machine~. 
Each of' the e lements described we re develope d by Nrr M 
analys is and, to illustrate , here is element A when de-
fined with :rvrr M: 
TABLE IX 
L. H. 
DESCRIPTIO N-R. H. SYlv1. T iVIU 
Reach to rvork p iece R30B 25.8 
Grasp 'Vork p iece Gl A 1.7 
IEove piece to chuck M30C 30.7 
5.6 
Release pie ce RLl 1.7 
Grasp p iece Gl A 1.7 
~ / .o 
Release pie ce RLl· 2 .3 
1.7 
22.9 
TO'rAL 121.7 
R. H. 
SYM. 
Gl A 
Rl2B 
G2 
G2 
M30B 
RLl 
R30E 
T_/iU 
DESCRiprriON- R. H . 
Reach to and grasp 
pie ce 
Regrasp 
Re grasp piece 
Move pie ce aside 
Re lease piece 
Return hand 
= • 073 min. 
ELl~. r!IKtTT : LO I\.D li.ND UNLO AD WORK PIECE ( 0 to 5#) SYMBOL A 
(12, P. 86 ) 
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F. UNI ON SPECI AL I.lACJUNE CO MPANY 
!.fl' M has been used in a unique application by 
Larr y M. Brown, head of the Product Application Division, 
by utilizing it as a :means of comparing his equipment de-
sign \'Vi th that of competitors to evaluate the methods and 
:nat eri a l h andling problems around each machine. This grev'l 
out an assignment to "obtain s ome factual data vvhich would 
show t wo thing s - (1) h ow our machine compared wi t h other 
e quipment pro duct ion-wise and (2) custome r and operator 
p reference, and why."-;;-
In addition to evaluating equipment produced by 
competitors l.'1T.:'II is also used to desi gn nev1 e quipment, the 
results of which aupear to be highly satisfactory. Accord-
ing to t!Tr. Brown: 
11 And as I said before, I am convinced that appli-
cation of this type of study - as a means of predetermining 
desi gn features in new equipment and J'urther improvement in 
existing e quipment - will be greatiy exp anded as time goes 
on. From this I believe you will s ee that our work with 
NII' JV! , v hile considerably different f rom that of the usual 
professional industrial engineer's study, is compatible and 
complements t he work of the independent industrial eng ineer. 
In oth er words, to a great extent his work is a imed at stand-
ardizing - and minimizing - mot ions and time involved in a 
-;:-12, p. 89-91 
10'9 
given task; we, on the other hand, are attempting to so 
desi gn our equipmen t that his efforts will result in 
maximum sue cess. "-:~ 
-:~12' p. 89-91 
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G. OWE NS -C ORNI NG F I B:t!.R GLAS COR PO RATION 
This company was formed by the parent companies, 
Owens-Illinois Glass Company and the Corning Glass 'Nork s, 
i n 1938 and h a s gro wn to a multi plant operation with pro-
duc t s cons isting of dust-stop filt el"s, refi>ig eration in-
sul at ion, building insulation, pipe insulation, acoustical 
tile and basic yarn and mat f or draperi e s, curtains, awning s, 
chairs, boats, automobiles and many other items. 
Although the I~rr :r;I pro gram was only four months 
old at t h e time I~ . Goerke made his speech, he felt that the 
program had be en a success and would continue to be on an 
eve n larg er scale . 
Probably the most significant area of' improvement 
caused by MTM was in methods work a.bout which fiir . Goerke 
s ays: 
11 j\fi' M has certainly caused a change in attitude 
toward methods. Without a doubt, our first use of' IV!r M has 
b e en in making methods studies. e fe e l that 'automatic 
think ing ' has been develop ed among our industrial engineers. 
In the field of' methods improvement, we have b e e n 
taught the prop er use of' statistics, charts and the question-
ing attitude . With the discovery of Ivrr rvr we are making a l"'e -
finement of our older standard approach. You will note 
t hat I have referred to the nomenclature •automatic thinking '. 
I feel rather strongly about the fact that l\'IT ivi has been the 
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most a d vanced tool in the control of an engineer's attitude 
an d mind in his work as a methods analyst. It has developed 
a syst ematic a p proach to methods and forces a thorough, 
detaile d look at each operation. The individual with MTM 
tra ining and experience, instinct ively finds himself look-
i ng at motions and asking que s tions related to distance 
reach ed, the type of grasp , the number of steps or body 
motions involved. He finds himself seeking physical motions 
or methods changes v.rhich will lower the case of reach, move, 
p o s i tion or d isengage. In other words , the thinki n g se-
quence is more automatic , more detai l ed, and results in well 
deve loped ans vv-ers for methods i mprovement. 11 -l:-
Al though the short experience with MT lVI had not 
y et spread p lantwide one ex~mple indic a tes the type of 
change expected. In a simulated analysis , Mr M results in-
dicated that the p erformance per man hour which should be 
expected would redu ce by 71% the assembly cost of a paper 
t ..-d s te r tube with rubber base. An expectant management was 
soon de lighted to find that production attainment soon 
reach ed 95'7.~ with every i ndication that it v.rc uld hit the 
st a ndard. 
While confident of future success with !VlT M, Mr . 
Goerke a ssumes a realistic attitude toward the problems of in-
st a lling a c omplete Mr :'II program vvhen he· says: 
-l:·l2' p. 9 7-101 
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"Our experience would indicate that the application 
of l:iT JVI for the beginner is not easy . It takes patience, 
p er s istence, thoroughness, and a strong concentration on 
detail. Keeping our engineers active in the use of MTM is 
a problem. It can be solved by a thorough training program 
and a persistent follow - up demanding the use of ItiT lVI. You 
may find , as vve did, that you must compete with a heavy 
eng ineering docket . The insistence and nec es sity of main-
taining existing incentive plans take precedance over the 
'time consuming' because it has been our e xpei•ience that 
making a thorough l\·~M study takes time , lots of time, and 
concentration. Interference by other work or any oth er 
distraction does not mix well while trying to analyze the 
detailed motions of an operation. I hope as we become 
experienced practitioners this problem will decrease. Ex -
perience should build confidence · so the double check with 
the watch can be eliminated. Also the time consumed by the 
beg inner in deciding on the correct mot ion and mot ion se-
quence should be much shorter . 'My only point here j.s tha·t 
e xperience is ne ce ssary before the 1 t ime saving ' cla ims of 
I-'lT I-.1 can be fully realized, since it sometimes becomes diffi-
cult foP supervision, ma.nagem(;3nt _and others to 1 go along 1 
with the training lag prior to a ctual accomplishment ." * 
~~12, P. 97-101 
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Other companies, representinG; a variety of 
i ndustr i es, have had vary ing de g r e es of success with the use 
of jJiT I:.1 . A few are listed belovr: 
1. Pitney - Bowes, Inc. 
Office incentives 
2. Sterling Steel Casting Co. 
Foundry operations 
3. Thompson Products, Inc . 
~arehouse order nicking 
4. Riegal Paper Corp. 
Needle trades 
5. John Widdicomb Co. 
Furniture manufac ture 
The preceding examples should prove that MT I·~~, 
a s a t y pe of PT S s ystem, can b e effectively used in almost 
a n y s ort of industry when properly applied. It should be 
remembered a lso that, when impro perly applie d , PTS can g ive 
d isastrous results. 
CHAPTER V 
i':'ITM AT SYLV _NIA 
A. BEGINNINGS AND APPROACH PHILOSOPHY 
MI' M was fir st introduced in the Woburn plant of 
Sylvania in the spring of 1955. An industrial engineer from 
l 
the Emporium, Pennsylvania plant conducted a training for 
all industrial eng ineers in the plant. This training class 
included not only a theoretical explanation of the prin-
ciples of' T.Tr M, but also practical evaluations of operations 
existing in the p lant. The individual indus tri a l engineer 
was then asked to apply il/lTM insofar as possible in their 
departme n ts. 
Roughly the p lant is divided into the f ollowing 
depa rtments: 
1. Diodes 
2. Transistors 
3. J·/Iachine Shop 
4. TR and ATR Tubes 
5. Magnetrons 
MTM has some application in each of these depart-
ments . Because of the fact that the machine shop is more of 
a job shop operation iVT.ri\1 has not been a pplied except in ise-
lated cases. The tube de partment also h as the problem of 
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short run operations. In addition some of the assembly opera-
tions contain c lement s which are difficult to analyze with 
I 
i 
I 
! 
I 
I lVITM not only because of their nature, but also because of 
I 
the i'requency with which they occur.. As a result, il!l' M h t s 
been applied to the greatest extent in the diode and tran-
. . . I 
sistor department s. The ap~roach, problems, and results j 
. . I 
YJhich have been a part of the program to establish Mr M I 
standards in the diode division, will be discussed more 
thoroughly in the following pages. 
I 
I 
The basic program which has been followed from ; 
I 
I 
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the be ginning in establishing the i'/lTivi standards is that lf 
working on the operations wi th the hi ghest direct labor input. 
I 
This was done in an attempt to gain maximum coverage of ~irect 
labor hours in as short a time as possible. No definite \ 
i 
attempt was made to study the operations in group s wi th simi-
' I 
lar elements or as they occurred in the flow process. I 
On op erations which had standards based on preJious 
I 
time s tandards the l!lT iv1 was used as a check. If the resuJlt s 
I 
I 
from the lVlTM compared closely (within 5%) with the time I 
I 
I 
standards, t he original standard was retained. Where the:r•e 
I 
wa s great vara tion between the 1'V1Tl\II and time study t h e lVlT M 
was adopted. In mos t cases the difference b etween the t J o 
studies was slight except where method, layout or e quipment 
I 
had been changed. I 
No attempt was made to hurriedly establish staJdard~. 
The operations for the most part are s h ort cycle, repeti t \i ve 
and long run operations. It was felt that t he mos t 
advantageous method would be to carefully study their 
standardizing, insofar as possible, each operation inasmuch 
as an increase in operator utilization of S% could mean a 
savings of several thousands of dollars on many operations. 
The attempt, therefore, was to establish standards as high 
as method, equipment, layout, wo rk flow and working condi-
tions would permit. It was also felt that employee reaction 
would be more favorable if only one change in standard vi as 
made rather than several changes resulting from inaccurate 
hurried standards. Another factor which was cons i dered was 
that most of the operations were neither formal nor stand-
ardized. It was necessary that each operation be c arefully 
analyzed to weed out all superfluous elements and yet include 
all necessary functions. 
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reached the expected pe rformance level. The saving s realized 
f'rom a good me thods analysis and a realistic standard was 
~\;5, 000 annually. 
This opei'ation required only an MTM analysis and 
a back-up time study. The non-cyclic elements and shr'inkage 
allowances were readily available from production records. 
It is doubtfu l if the method finally decided upon would have 
been the same as one developed without rir.r M because of the 
seeming l y difficult loading re quired of the left hand. It 
is a lso doubtful that a time study would have yie lded as 
hi gh a production standard especially had it been taken whe::.1. 
the operators were still somewhat inexperienced and with no 
standard to work toward. 
As simple a s the operation now appears it is hard 
to understand how the MI' IvT analysis was so time consuming. 
Perhaps a more detailed review of the procedure followed in 
setting the standard will clarify matters. 
As with practically every operation to be studied 
the industrial engineer first learned how to perform the 
operation himself. Inaslml.Ch as he was also responsible for 
having the equipment installed and in operating condition 
he had a good wo rking knowledge of it before it was even 
placed on the production floor. Once it was ins tal l ed he 
made units on it before an operator was even assi gned to 
the job. 
Although many analysts may feel t h at actual per-
formanc e of an operation to b e studied i s superfulou s, it is 
not . Su ch elements as " Apply Pressure", 11Regrasp" and " Move 
with Caution" are often misapp l i ed because the analyst on ly 
looks a t t h e m and doesn't feel them. Thi s step in the opera-
tion analysi s has t h e following advantages: 
1. The analyst knows the necessary step s in-
volved in the operation and considers no 
operator flourish es he may encount e r in his 
study. 
2. Improved hand motions or improved equipmen t 
design is more apt to result. 
3. Subtle elements such as the aforementioned 
Ap 9 l y Pressure are more defini tely identified. 
L~. Non-cyclic elements cru1. be better identifi e d 
and evaluated. 
5. Layout shortcoming are more noticeable. 
6. Equipment vari a tions are more easily recog -
nized and corrected. 
7. The operators, pr imarily women, h ave a greate r 
respect for a standard set by a person who 
knows how to perform the job .. 
Once the analyst was convinced he knew the opera-
t i on, the next step was to develop a suitable set of hand 
motions. Since it had the basic elements load and unload 
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which were connnon to many of the operations in the depart -
ment he decided to try the established method of loading 
with the left hand and unloading with the ri ght hand . This 
n o t only provided for a bet t er balance o f loading for e a ch 
hand b u t also fit in vd th the line flow which mov ed from 
left to right. 
The decision to load with the left hand Has not 
an easy on!?, however , because of the difficult positioning 
re quired. There was concern on the part o f some o i ' the 
supervisory perso!l.nel as to whether the operator could 
handle the lead asse mbly and load it without damag ing the 
deli6ate wire on the end. The industrial engineer found 
that he could perform t h i s operation satisfactorily and 
felt he cou l d expect an experienced female operator to 
h~dle it with no difficulty . Subsequent results proved 
this to be correct. 
Once the method had been decided upon the l'JlT :iVI 
analysis was completed. Preliminary MT I!f studies had been 
made whil e the method vva s bein g firmed and these just ad 
to be finalized. In almost every case, a begin..'1.ing ~.1'11 1.1 
studybrings to the light certain faulty procedures which 
must be corrected prior to finalizing the standard. No 
attempt -~iill be made to illustrate the method used in the 
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actual taking of an M:r M study since this varies among analysts 
an d has no bearing on the present dis cussion. 
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SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
·and Standard Specifications 
nent=---~,..,--------------- Types------------------
Standard No.------------------
Supersedes No.-------------
Date Effective----------------
Job C 1 ass--------------------i on Form Whiskers Operation No. __ of ____ _ 
DESCRIPTION-LEFT HAND L. H. R.H. DESCRIPTION-RIGHT HAND KEY POINTS SYM. SYM. 
:Jclic 
Reach to whisker R4C 8.h FM Depress foot Pedal 
Position finger to lead PlSE 1).6 G2 Re~a~m formed whisker 
Contact !n"asn r,.~ n M?'R n.,..; f't. +.n + .... DV 
Slide lead to edge MlB 2.9 FM Release foot nedal 
Regrasp G2 5.6 
Drift to fixture M3B 5.2 M2C Move whisker to trav 
Regrasp to preposition G2 16.2 P2SE Position lea& t.n t:r::~.v 
2.0 RlJ. Release 
6.1 RkA. Reach to f;rl.uT"e 
~ .. ~ GlB G,,.asp ,:mn nf' , .. ~, 
7.f; ID2E ni RAn t:r::l t:rA .L> rlnfii!C 'Vh~ <> t,.,.,. -f,.l''l In die 
h.O DlE Move out from firlut"e 
7.1 EF Check vh~ot,,.,.. 
Move lead to fixture MlC 1 .. lt -M?H n.....t -ft. nn+. 
Position under clamo head PlSE 1).6 
Position into die slot P2SSI 2~ .. 1 
Level and orient in hole PlSE ~.h li'M ..... ~~ f'nn+. n<>t'l.,, 
- ... 
Release RLl 2.0 
11.6 .. ? 'T'MTT • *070 m;n11tA"' 
':l 
ALL TIME - FREQ. NORM.MIN/ OPERATOR STD. MACHINE STD. 
MINUTES OCCUR. 1000 PCS. PERM. TEMP. Working Idle Running Idle 
Norm.Min./1000 
Personal Allow. 
Fatiaue Allow. 
Base Time/1000 
Machine Allow. % 
Machine Allowed Time 
tndard will not be changed unless Machine Idle Time/1000 
s a change in one of the following: 
I . Method Std. Time/1000 Pes. 
2.Quality Std. Prod./hour 
3. Material Std. Hours/IOOOPcs. 
~. Machine Speed 
5. Clerical Error Analyst I Foreman I 
Ind. Eng. I Supt. I 
During the writing of an .'iT!/I study it may be neces -
sary to take several frequenc y studies to ob tain accurate 
o c currence data on c e rtain e l ements. This did not oc cur in 
this whisker formi ng operation but wi ll occur in the other 
operation to be reviewed. 
Once the .i!lTM study is completed the workplace lay-
out must be finished to allow the operator to move in 
accordanc e with t h e presc ribe d method. It has often been 
necessary t o cons truct temperary l ayouts which have b een 
functional a l though not a l ways artistic . In connection with 
the subjec t of layout , it may be well to discu ss a p ro -
cedure fol lowed which may illustrate what J.1 as been found to 
be a real advantage of MTl'ti. Bench layouts in the diode 
department are k e p t as simple and flexible as p oss i b le. In 
s ome operations where the hands work internal to the machine 
or one hand internal to t he othe r a minimum of money is 
spent on providing facilit ie s fo r the internal member . For 
example, if the left hand has only to p ick up another piece 
of material for t he subsequent cyc l e while the right hand 
is performing the controlling element , no a t tempt is made to 
bring the material to be picked up by the left hand to with-
in 2 inches if it re quires additional expens e when the 
material can be place d a t a dis t anc e of 8 inches with no 
additional expense . This approach is used re cognizing that 
if the controlling hand motion or machine cyc l e time 
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decreases the internal motions times may be c ome signifi c ant 
a nd the l ayout revised. 
The next step was t o take t ime s tudies to con -
firm t h e time allowed by the I:.TN .I analy sis. This is done 
as a routine proce dure on all I'!!T i'II studies and is an a i d in 
selling new stan dards to supervisors who are unfami liar 
with the details of I;~!T M . Of course , it can be a di s advant -
a g e if the time study should indicate a longer cyc l e t ime 
t han t hat allmved b y the ~·/lT I',1 study . The experi ence to 
da t e has b een that the leve lled time studies an d ~·:iT :M studies 
a gree vii thin about 10~~ , and this is considered close enough . 
I n the forming operation~ t h e time study confirmed t h e 
realism of the p r opos ed ~PI' lVI standard. I n fact, a time study 
st andard would have been higher because the operator stu died 
was real l y an exceptional performer. 
A f ina l requirement is to prepare an e quipment 
and :naterials li st which describ es in detail each item which 
make s up the l ayout . Prices and delivery times are includ ed 
whene ver pos s i b le. In additi on, the s ervices required to 
install and operate the equipment are noted such a s 110 volt, 
3 phase power , high pressure air and demineralized water . 
This list has proved useful whenever it h as been ne c e ssary 
to set up a complete new produc tion line containing similar 
or identical op erations. 
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Once this was a l l completed, the lVlT M analysis 
' typed, and complete copies made up, the package was sub-
mitt ed to the Foreman for approval . The Foreman in charg e 
of the department had previously been an industrial eng ineer 
with :ff.r M e xperience and vms in a position to thoroughly 
question the analysis and he did. His primary concern was 
. with the analysis of the phase of the operatio11 Vlhe re the 
left hand positions the whi sker ~ad into the forming dies . 
He felt that an inc orre ct analys i s of the t ype and number of 
"po sitions" had been made and was n o t satisfied until he 
h ad physically performed a nd analy zed the loading opera tion 
for himself . Once he was satisfied that thi s phase of the 
analysis was correct he approved the standard in spite of 
the fact that it vv as 200 units an hour higher t han any 
operator had done up unti l that time . Selling this standard 
was comparatively easy . In cases where the Foreman bases 
his decision on previous operator at t ainment, selling a 
realistic s tru~dard is more diffi cult . 
As p revious l y reported , operators attained a 100% 
rate in relative l y short time ind , at the present time, 
vvhen t h ere is a constant supp l y of work , the attainr.11ent 
fi gure may run 15% over the standard v1i th no apparent ex-
treme effort on the part of the operator . 
The !v!T ivi analysis made of this operation points 
up several advantag es of the s y stem, name l y : 
1. A motion pattern which most people orig in-
ally thought was too difficult and i morac-
tical was proved completely satisfactory. 
2 . A more realistic st an dard vras developed 
with T,lT l'/I than would prob ably have ever come 
from time studies , resulting in higher 
op era tor efficiency. 
3. Selling the st&~dard to Pro duction was 
eas i er because t h e Fo r ema n understood I·.·lT M. 
4. The Operator Tr a iner s were able to train 
t h e opera tors with the correct method s imp ly 
by following and e xplaining the 1\llT h1 method. 
Needless to say, the a b ove study too k longe r t h an 
t h e ten minu tes man y exponents of J.i.IT' Ivi feel is r e quire d to 
a n a l y ze an d write u p a simple operation. The decision as 
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to v1hether or not it vvas vmrth the investment in labor hours 
must be made with the knowledge that the produ ction pe r o p era-
tion more than tripled. As production schedu les incre a se, 
t h e s a vings will b ecome even mor e s i gnif icant. 
I t is nov• possible to sum1narize the procedu re 
followed in establishing this lVlT l1 st andard by set t i n g u p 
t h e follovdng outlin e: 
1 . Learn h ow to perform operation. 
2 . ifrite analy sis. 
a . Tv'iT I'JI 
b. Back-up time studies 
12.7 
c. St~ndardized ben ch layouts 
d . Equipment and material s list 
3. Sell standard to supervis i on. 
4. Instal l standard , through supervi s ion . 
!) . Make sure operator atta:L nment soon rises 
to the expected rate . 
2 • HAND ADJUST 
Now that we pave r eviewed the procedure used to 
set an kiT j:J standard on a relatively simple operation let us 
now look at an analysis of a compl ex ope~ation , t ha t of the 
final hand assembly of ad j usting , of the diode . This opera-
tion consists basicall y of inserting the germanium (called 
di ce) in such a way that the desired electrical parameters 
are obtained . The assembly is then so l dered together to 
make it a hermatically sealed unit . 
This operation is the most tim~ consuming of any 
in the production line and , as a result, a great deal of 
the labor cost resu lts from it . It was considered urgent 
t h a t a realistic standar d be set to insure that the b est 
performance possible was realized . Be cause of the many var1-
- - I 
ables in the operation i t was necessary to set a separate 
standard for each diode type . 
The steps in e st ablishing this standard consisted 
of the following : 
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1 . Le arn how to perform operation. 
2 . Prelimina r y I·!lT ·1i study . 
3. Frequenc y studies . 
4. Back- up time studies . 
5. Benc h layout . 
6 . Final I'trr 1vl analysis . 
7. Equi pment and servic e s l is t . 
At first g l ance , it a ppears that this analysis 
required essentially the same procedui'e as the first analyzed; 
however, a more detailed look will confirm the statement 
that this operation is a more difficult and time-consuming 
anal ysis . 
1 . Le a rning the operation wa s no simple mat ter • . 
The normal learning period required before an operator is 
expected to perform at 100% of standard is 20 weeks f'or one 
type . Although each typ e of diode adjusted is basically the 
same , there are definite variations in the procedure which 
must be nracticed to obtain best result s . 
The analyst spent many hours in learning how to 
ad ju s t . Such k ey points as light contact , coi'rect pulse 
voltag e , testing and proper soldering could only b e le arned 
through actual prac tice . As we will see later in reviewing 
the frequency studies it was necessary that the anal ys t be 
able to use discretion in evaluating the variable elements 
in order to p revent the operator from padding the standard 
by t hrowing in unnecessary elements . 
Although the time consumed in learning the opera-
tion appeared expensive at fi rst it paid for itself later by 
enabling the anal yst to make a more I'ealistic standard in 
a shorter time than would have been possibl e had he been 
only vague l y familiar with the operation. It is impossible 
to analyze such a complex operation vvi th l'IIT M until a co mp l ete 
underst anding is g a ined. 
2. Once the operation was well learned, a pre-
limina.ry ~·YI' I'!! was prepared v1hich broke the operation into 
various elements , each of which required MT I'.'I analysis • 
.. ~any of the elemental descriptions were questioned and had 
to be resolved. While this 1 Ias being done a very necessary, 
though undramatic function, was getting underv1ay - that 'of 
f~equency studies of t h e variable items. 
3. Frequency studies were probably the most 
time -con&uming of the functions necessary to develop the 
stan dard . It wa s ne_cessary to take numerous studies because 
of the wide variation in the elemental occurence c aused by 
t he contribution of material, utilization, labor perfo rmance 
and cryst a l type. 
The elemental frequency chmLg ed primari l y as the 
overall y ield increased or decreased, a fact which was not 
kn own with certainty at fi rst although it cert a inly was 
suspected. To evaluate the relationship between rate per 
h our which was dependent on elemental occurence and percent 
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yield it 1vas necessary to add a third variabl e - the number 
of contac t s required to adjust a good diode . 
In hand adjusting , if the desired electrical 
characteristic~ are not obt a ined wi th the first contact be -
tween the whisker and the di c e, the contact is bro ken and a 
new one is tried . Normally the most contacts that woul d be 
made with one ad ju s t start woul d b e four . 
During thi s phase of the study the analyst .!nade 
the follovving comment in his notebook: 
"Conside rable time has been s pent ii~ preparing a 
I.r:rrti standard f or the b.and adjusting operation in ger manium 
crystal s both be c aus e of numerous i nvolved moves and posi-
t i ons as well as the high v a riation oc currences of such 
elements as 1 repluse ', ' push up front ', ' turn c ap ', 'chang e 
cap ' , ' chang e whisker ', ' extra test ' and ' extra solde r •. 
Frequenc y studies h ave been made to compile in-
formati on on the above e l ements but as yet the studies have 
not shown a s atisfactory de gree of con s istenc y . The se 
studies will b e continued to stabil ize ou r results . "~:-
Soon afterwards he had this to say: 
" A basic Wr M study h as been developed f or al l types 
of g ermanium crystals which are hand adjus t ed . This basic 
method for adjusting a normal c rystal with no i nterruptions 
should be the same in all types of cryst a l s except in the 
~:-54 
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elemental ' Test ' where ~here is a slight difference be cause 
or the number or keys tha t must be depressed to complete 
t he test . The elements which cause the difference among 
the various standards are those such as 'turn cap', 'change 
cap ' and 'change v1hiske r 1 • 
Standards were set on 1 F ' and ' Y' crystals with 
.frequency studie s that show·ed consistency only on some of' 
the elements noted. This was expected since the quality or 
the g ermanium di ce, or whiskers , or any number o f' factors 
that could vary greatly . Overall, the cap shrinkage f ound 
in the frequ en c y studies was a lower percen t age than that 
shown in the production records: 
Frequency 
Production 20.0% 12.0% 
The difference between the t wo on the Y cry stal 
would amount to only about 1~~ which is considered acceptable 
on the standard . 
The difference with the F 1 s appears to be a b out 
5_;& if b ased on the ab ove f i gures and amounts t o about 5 
cry stals per hour . The production figures . are based on semi -
automati c adjus t shrinkag e readjusting a n d would naturally 
show a higher shrink a g e than when based on new starts alone . 
Considering th is~ t h e difference app ears to be accep table • 11 -><-
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"One interesting fact . picked up was that the 
number of crystals made on the ·f irst contact varied from 
SL(i:S to 78% with a rough a verage appearing t o b e in the low 
70 1 s. Th e semiautomatic adju s t machines have been running 
at about 79% crystals made on the first contact . 
Frequenc y studies are still being tak en on ' Z ' 
type cry stals and will be taken for 1 W' type . So far the 
re sults have varied greatly . An additional element, • uulse 
up ', has been added and it appears that this was no t pi c k ed 
up in earlier studies or was made a p art of 'repu l se '. 
Recent studi es snow this to be a significant element 
separately . 
In comparing the c ap shrinkag e found in the 
fre quenc y studies with t hat of the production recor d s , the 
studies ag ain a ppear lowe r with the larg est shrinkage ob-
served b eing 21r; whi le the production records sho·w a fi gure 
of 33%. This difference results in a difference in time 
l 
re quired to perform the op era tion of more than 15% wh ich is 
considered too gre a t . Additional checks of both sources 
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v~ ill be made in an attemp t to arrive at a more reliable v a lue. 
Another eleme n t which varies consi derab l y is extra 
soldering . This. has rang ed i'rom zero to 16%. The reasons 
for the variance a ppear to b e pr i marily the re sul t o f solder 
qual i t y of the ring s and the skill of the operator. Con-
dition of the solder c a rbon b ar and the heating circuit of 
the kit a lso have some effect . The size of the solder 
rings have been varied vii th the • 035" being more satis -
factory t~an the s mall ones . "* 
Considerab l e information has by now been compiled 
relative to the hand adjusting operation but the variat ion 
was so great that a standard rate per hour cou ld not be 
est ablished. Let ' s see how the problem was solved : 
"Numerous fre quency studies have been taken at 
' Y! ' and ' Z' hand adjusting and the many variab l es have 
resu l ted in inconsistency in the e xpe cted standard produ c-
tion r ate . This was especially true 1Nith the ' Z ' studies 
where the calculated standard rang ed from 80 to 103 units 
per hour Tiith the concentration hitting be t ween 90 and 95 . 
In an effor t to decide if any fac tors involved 
had a relationship i:v ith the standard crystals produc ed , a 
g r aph \Vas started on whi ch percent capsule shrinkag e wa s 
p lotte d versus standard pro duction units . This , in it se lf, 
did not form E-my curve whi ch appeared usable . The p lo tted 
points varied greatly a l ong both axis - cap shrinkage and 
st andard produc t ion units . 
ft~other variable was added by analyzing the nu~ber 
of contacts needed to make the g ood crystals . By assu..rning 
percentag e value s fo r the number of crystals made on the 
fir st contact , second contact , third and fourth, it is 
possible to plot a series of po ints , assuming the cap 
-3:-54 
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TI" :CE TO Ti iViE TO TOTAL 112~& Ul'T ITS U1~TTS 
% SHG DO SHG DO GOOD TI 1.'L~ TO'I'AL :.fADE PE:R HR . 
0 0 h62 L1.o 2 578 1000 116 
10 109 ~-16 525 589 900 92 
20 218 370 588 659 800 73 
30 327 324 651 730 700 60 
ho I 3,.. 277 713 798 600 L~5 '-1-. 0 5o SL1.:; 231 776 870 500 35 
60 6SL~ l 8_S 839 940 LJ.OO 26 
It is now po s sible to draw a c urve through t he 
points )lott ed which indi cates t hat t h e production stan dard 
varies in an inverse man ner vlith the cap shrinkag e nhile 
t he t h ird factor, the nu.::1ber of cry stals ~ade on the fir•st 
c ontact, add s its share. It appears t h at t h e number of 
cr ,rstals made on the first and se cond c ontact s for a 
particu lar t y pe crystal are fairly c ons is tent or at l east 
e~ ough so t ha t the v ariat ion wou l d not cause more t h an 10~ 
erro r in .predicting a stan dard . If t h is fact is accepted 
t h e standard may be said to v ary inversely with the cap 
shrinkag e and a 1n10st in a di rect ratio . 
The beauty of t h is technique becomes apparent 
when a h and adjust sta.ndard becomes obsolete because of 
increased yie l d . Instead of taking a do zen or mo r e f re -
quency studies wi th widely vary i ng resu l ts , a_11.d no realistic 
standard, it is now possible to revise the standard wi th 
onl y two or three s hort frequenc y studies in the step s 
outlined be l ow : 
l. Determine t ~_e nwnber of crystals made on 
the first t~o contacts an d p lot on c u rve . 
2. Determine percent cap shrink a g e for precedinz 
period from production records . 
3 . Pick off appro r i ate produ c t ion rate from 
curve by interpolating t h e distance between 
t he 1naxLtmrn and minimum lines, based on the 
posi ti on of the points derived from t h e 
frequency studies . "* 
Once t h e frequency studies were fin~shed it 
wa s pos s ibl e to c onclude t h e analy sis , bench lay ou ts, and 
equi . me11.t li s ts in much the sa:ne manner as thut used on 
the preceding operation . Altho u gh a standard coul d ~n.ave 
been se t wi th time studi es t h e job would have been tougher . 
Certainly ~.IT _ 11 p rovi ded a much fine r bre akdown of t he elemen ts 
than observation would have s upplied . In addit ion, the 
frequency o f the elemen ts g a s more accura te and less time 
c onsu _, ing than woul d h ave b een t he case had each el ement 
been t i~e d . Also , a coo perative student was used for the 
frequency studies whi le a trained time study man woul d 
h ave b een required to g et the time valu es without the 
predetermined elemental time s . 
-:~53 
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and Standard Specifications Standard No. ________ _ 
Supersedes No. _______ _ 
1ent ------------ Types---------- Date Effective _______ _ 
on Hand Adjust Operation No. of ____ _ Job Class _________ _ 
DESCRIPTION-LEFT HAND 
;:,ad cansule and whisker 
:!a.ch to collet handle 
rasn hl':lnn1 e 
L.H. 
SYM. 
trn hJ:annlA t .n t.i P"ht.An 'T').~~ 
'lgrasn a.nd tighten .A.nl 
~lease handle RLl 
3ach to nile of whiskers R2C 
~aso lead GLD 
>ve to solder ring M2C 
>sition lead to solder ring P2SD 
lSh against cloth ~nd nick 11Tl An? 
>Ve to collet M?c 
)Si tion in collet P2SD 
~ocroa.sn lead G2 
lSert into collet 'M1 c 
>sition butt in collet PlSB 
3tt1e butt into collet PlSE 
ALL TIME -
MINUTES 
FREQ. NORM.MIN/ 
OCCUR. 1000 PCS. 
andard will not be changed unless 
1 a change in one of the following: 
I . Method 
2. Quality 
3. Material 
~. Machine Speed 
5. Clerical Error 
4 (9/56) 
9 .. 1 
1 ? .. 7 
, k., 
4.0 
16.9 
21..8 
2.0 
11 .. 7 
21.8 
10.6 
21 ... 8 
1;.6 
t; .. 6 
16.2 
? .. 0 
R.H. 
SYM. 
RlC 
GL.B 
M9C 
DlE 
Ml.4C 
P2SD 
MlC 
PlSE 
( 0 ) 
) 
DESCRIPTION-RIGHT HAND KEY POINTS 
_.... . 
Grasn ,.:::~,..,.:n1• .. 
Move to nAl:d I"I"Al'\t disnenser 
Disengage • 
Move to collet 
Turn in transit and rellrasn 
Position can lead in collet 
Move lead into collet 
Position butt in collet 
Hold can 
. 
Release can 
Drift to kD.ob 
Reach to knob 
Grasn knob 
Release 
Turn to onAn col 1 At. 
Move to coll_et. handle 
GraJqn lu:min ... 
Turn handle 
Release 
OPERATOR STD. MACHINE STD. PERM. TEMP. Working Idle Running IdlE 
Norm.Min./1000 
Personal Allow. 
Fatiaue Allow. 
Base T i meL! 000 
Machine Allow. % 
Machine Allowed Time 
Machine Idle Time/1000 
Std. Time/1000 Pes. 
Std. Prod./hour 
Std. Hours/IOOOPcs. 
Analyst I Foreman I 
Ind. Eng. I Supt. I 
l 39 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
and Standard Specifications Date ____________ _ 
Analyst ___________ _ 
aent _________ _ Types-------- Checked By __________ _ 
ion _________ _ Page-----'--- of_---\,81------
DESCRIPTION - LEFT HAND L.H. R.H. DESCRIPTION - RIGHT HAND KEY POINTS SYM. SYM. 
·ance make ~ontact and r ln1se 
ach for lever RBA I<R~ Reach to knob 
rn enroute ~' 
asn 1ever Gll l((ffl' fh•Sil':m lnlnh 
ve lever to stmn M~A ~ ""'"'"" lrnn b +.1'\ -"· ... ..h.; .,t,.,... ' •Qr 
lease lever 
. 
RIJ. l l ~t:'i Relea.qe knob 
ach to capsule R4A I ( ~ Turn hand about knob 
asp capsule GlA I ( Li Grasn knob 
ign capsule bY bending Ao2 
ld caosule P2SE Turn knob to in.c:e-rt. 1 ear'! ; n ~" An 
lease cansule I diLl) lET Eves t.o hi ~?h hal"k- ' 
ach to lever (igA) EF Check meter 
asp lever I(GW P2SE Turn knob and m:.tlre -~~.a.- ... +. 
A.n? Caut.i on - h1; nr'l mn.,.,. 
IEF 'Rel"n'Dni ~e aont.al'!+. 
IRLl 'R,.,..,..,.C! ... lcnnh 
IRBA Resu~h to Dl11f'le lrAV 
IG~ c. ..L nn1 I':A lr,,.,.: 
IM1A ' ln. :;:_,,.., ... lr,;;;,. 
. -.... 
:t_f. IT .. S .. W.ai t 'for meter t.o settle 
llRTr' IMove un on lul.se kev 
In 1eVR1" hal" I~ Cont..act re1ea.Re 
~ I Reach to hil2'h back kev 
1 .~ C1"' .......... -~. wasn kev 
I MIA In, kev 
EF Check meter 
ET To front meter 
~ IMove un 
~ 1Re1e::.!'le 
lAA- I Cnnt.al'!t. f,.nnt. lrAV 
1}4:1-k" 1- ~!01 kev 
EF Check front reading' 
lET I To lOTJ back -·~.a.--
IJ4:I1r' IMove nn 
I~ IRe1e::.~e 
lw f!r.,.,..'lt- _.,. ..... _ 
ALL TIME- FREQ. NORM. Mill/ REMARKS: MINUTES OCCUR. 1000 PCS. 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
I and Standard Specifications Date-------------
Analyst ___________ _ 
t111ent _________ _ Types-------- Checked By __________ _ 
tion _________ _ 
DESCRIPTION - LEFT HAND 
lder 
ach to solder ring 
3ition nail to ring 
ve ring against cap 
ntact release 
ech to bar 
ntact grasp 
ld 
. 
u~h t.o count~-r 
Ln 
re un 
.ease 
Lch to L. H. h::mrll R 
ALL TIME- FREQ. 
MINUTES OCCUR. 
L. H. 
SYM. 
PlSE 
'RT.? 
(G;l 
.-M1 0 
NORM. MIN/ 
1000 PCS. 
0 
R.H. 
SYM. 
~ .. ':4 R3A 
? .. 0 !111 
':4.h MlC 
Q .. l PlSSE 
1 O .. h A.P2 
7 .. ~ w 
. Jatff"" 
10ha.' 'T'MU-
0 '.) 'R11l 
?. £ _M1A 
1.0 .. 0 
" 0 M1'R 
n ~T.') 
.c,, o '!l.m-
REMARKS: 
Page ------.;1------ of_---~.~-___ _ 
DESCRIPTION - RIGHT HAND 
Move 'up on low back key 
Release 
Drift +...-.-.~vl l=ln1 der b.ar 
Rea.~h t.o solder hal" 
Grasn solder bar 
Pull out on bar 
Positi on :un:d Tt~ t c:rvsta.l 
URW" ~:mt.ion 
Sn1dRT' time 
Check C!nlt'lil:l,.. inint . 
D~ kRV 
'Rol ... ..,.,..,. t.o .. r 
r!nn+.!>t"+ . .,.,.; ""!:>"'"' 
.rn7 
KEY POINTS 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
I and Standard Specifications Date ________________ _ 
Analyst ___________________ _ 
:111ent _________ _ Types-------- Checked By ____________ _ 
:ion __________ _ Page----£~.-..---- of _ _ _..,.8.__ _ _ 
DESCRIPTION - LEFT HAND L.H. R.H. DESCRIPTION - RIGHT HAND KEY POINTS SYM. SYM. 
•mnvA f',..nm l"'n1 1 At. 
.nlv Dret:~!=:nT"A A"P? 1 0.f.J :'RoA) 'RAfllr•h t.n R. H. 1"'01 lA+. hn,...~l.,. 
,..Tl t.o 1 no~l'!n 11'1.~0!=:. ~-c: :G·u) Grasn knob 
l "'!:>!'<A h!!M1 P "Rt:n H'l t., ~P? 'P111 1 t.n C!AY'Ifll.,..fllt.A 
...... h +~" , ..... ,.., ... ~ ':I t:.. MI)A Pn1 1 nn+~ ' 
,., .,.,.... 1 .,.~.,. ~ \ c."' t:.. r.-;, 'Ro:>O',..!:IC>T\ 
."17F! • t .n nnen 1 !I +hP ~ , li I.. AP?' Ann1v ~T'P.R!'ll11'"P. +.n 1 nnl'lll'>'n 
1 , .. ,..,. , :;. .. I'P,.. tm':-i ':1 c. If\!, C:O!=:. .r~,;.~" +.:.. , "" "'"'"'' 
=:~l"h +n ,..,....ra+..fll 1 ~  
·~ ... ,.., ,..-,.u-.,+:, n, li. I) li h?T'_]) 'R.,. 1 PfliC!"" n .,n~,.,. . 
111.;~0'!:1~~ T'l'lli' '7 c. I(TJ;RJ n ... -= .P+ +I'\ n-i, t:l ,..,.p ......... ro+ .. ,,.. 
r ~., 
.ve to box MI..(' , li 'l 
1P.::lE':i!l ~1 'OT, I) li 
t:..n j:l 'l"MlT- .nL? 
'P.::Ik . .a. !t • tll,..l'l. r.sm!=:n1 F! AM m 6tr.,. ..,.,.. lT ~nnt.!:l, !+. 
. 
17.0 'r.. s. Wa:i t for ..1.. ~ to settle 
~ MnvA ,,,.., 
""~ "f?A1 P::IC!~ T"l111 .CIA lr.:nr 
!O,.h +.n T. H. 1-. .. . ..,..:~,"" ~ 7/Q oA A "Ro:>~!:>"'h +.n 'kTinl-. 
•'!>C'"h nnn~1 ... ~ ? .. 0 CIA G,..=tRn lcnnl-. 
n1~r .... .,....,. .. ,..,,,..""' API) 10-A ( 'iO~ 'I'u'rn t.o hs:u~k nf"f' 
;.n" +.~ 1 .:r;~, r:!.Oc ':1 c. ( IT. D 'R""l oo"'"" lrnn'h 
fi ?r.M 'RA!::U'> h t.n P:l T'o . 
?lo mA Gr~Rn l"'::ln 
? .. R _T3oos 'T'n'l"n r.an~n1e 
rn handle to tie:hten 't'),~O,q ~-~ Hold ,..::.~~n1e 
ghten .APl 16.2 
1_e~.se handJ_e r'R1'.U ').() "RT.1 "RA1 ~::1~~ l":tn~n1 ~ 
- , ~ ., 'F. 'I' 1 ~~~ ~+. 1 ?II +.n h-4 crh h~,.\r ""'""+"" 
::!l"h t.n 1 AVIIII!'I" .{~ '0~ p.,..,,.h +,... lrnn'h 
·asn 1_ever cr.,t\ ~ r,..:~Rn lrnnl-. 
, n.2 P2SE Ad to makt=! cont.a.ct. 
10.7; AP2 C:::.n+,; nn 
7 ':l. 1<'ri' '0. ~'7. ... l"nnt.s:~,..+. 
I) li PT.l p..,.,.,..,~..,. 'kTinh 
7 1., oAA 'RA<>I"h + ..... n,l c.~ ~ r>nT\+,.,.+ ~ ~----
') ~ 
'M'1 " 
..... "":, "' -. 
:r 
-- _1:' 
ALL TIME- FREQ. NORM. MIN/ ~nv .I. L.V • · • .._u" . .... , 
MINUTES OCCUR. 1000 PCS. REMARKS: 
(IJ-55) 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
and Standard Specifications Date ______________________ __ 
Ana 1 yst _____________________ __ 
llent _ ___.:. _______ _ Types---------- Checked By _____________ _ 
ion ___________ __ Page -----+----- of __ ___._,'-----
DESCRIPTION - LEFT HAND L.H. R.H. DESCRIPTION - RIGHT HAND KEY POINTS SYM. SYM. 
1!:1"1 UA I"::IT\~l11 P._ 1 . ,., 
, 7 (1 'I' .R W.a..i t t'nr meter t.n Ret.t.l e 
~ Move nn on nnl ~A 
,..,...... f?A 1 I!'I!:U:~ A 
!::!l"h to lever bar {1t': :'1 7 .. 9 "D~A l?aa,.'h +n lrnn'h ' 
•a.sn bar --a; } 2.0 fl.lA r.,...,",.., lrnn'h 
tve to ooen L H. lathe (W,J ) 7.r:. T7~~ OnP.n. R H. ll'lt.hA 
1l A::!~A tm': ) 2. }RIJ. 'J?;,.lC!l:lQA 
1ach to L. H handle :R2A h.c 
•a.sn hsmnl P. Gl.A 2:C 
mlv D'I"P.Q Qn,..o:o AP' 10 ... t ~ID "RAn,.h +-"" ,....,..a+.!> 1 
trn tO loosen Th~S '3.t; (G]~ ('.,..,"..., I"...VQ.;.:, 
7.r:; D2E . n.;.,,.;,,.,...,,.,..,. 
CJ .. 2 Mt;C M..,..,,..,. :;,.~ .. h~ .,.,lr ... "'"' 'h,-,...,. 
2. 0 RLl "RA1.,. !:1o~P - o 
n .c: R8C Reach to nile of cansuleR 
9.1 ChB Grrum cansu_le . 
12. M9C Move- to d iRnAno.,. ... 
16.-: P2SE Position m d tl""i n 
L.- 0 mE DiRengs:~ge 
16.c; M1.hC Move to l"n11_et 
...... ....- Turn enroute and .,....,",..!:!.An 
"'"'""' ?I .fl P?,ST) Pn!=d +.; nn I" !:In +.n ,.. .... , 1 c.+. 
1.! •. MlC Move i n+.o 1"~11et. 
-r:;. 6 PlSE Position hut.t ; n+.o l"nll A+. 
'Il to tighten Tlit)VS 1. ~ 
:hten APl . 6.2 
.ease 1U.1 2.0 ( "RT~l-) Release 
l~J -mu- . 119 
ALL TIME- FREQ. NORM. MIN/ REMARKS: MINUTES OCCUR. 1000 PCS. 
('-55) 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
I and Standard Specifications Date _____________ _ 
Analyst ________ ____ _ 
:•ent _________ _ Types-------- Checked By ___________ _ 
:ion __________ _ Page _ _ _ __l..L _ _ _ of _ _ __,8.._ __ 
DESCRIPTION - LEFT HAND L.H. R.H. DESCRI PTION - RIGHT HAND KEY POINTS SYM. SYM. 
1mge whisker 
17. 0 'T' . . S , Wait for meter to settle 
[~ Move un 
' t:l:I..A"' HA1P.::I!:tA "nfi1ao 
:lach to lever ~ ;) 7.0 RflA. p.,.., ....... .f.,.: lrn.nl-. ' 
rasp lever - ~ ?.0 G1.A (',.,...,....... lrn.nl-. 
)Ve to open L. H. lathe c ~ l') R ~ T900M 'T'n-rn~ +.n nnAn R. H . , ::at.hA 
~lease r:; ~ 20 RLl P<:>1.:>!>C>A 
II ,·n R2A HP::a,.h t.l"' 'R H . h~nn1"' 
? .. li G1 A ('..,...,co,.. r. .,,~ ,.:n o 
~ach to whisker lead ~ , fl t:.. An? A.,.,,.,.,.:,_ .,.,...,..,,..,.,.,..., 
rs.sp lead ~ll) ~i~ T45°s 'I';~;.;' +~ 1 nn~An 
ls engage lmw. i .1"\ 
Jve to shrinkage Mt:..r. , li . ~ Hold h:mdle 
xrn enroute to lose sold ~ .... -~~ 
!l e ase RIJ. ? li 
~ ach to pile of leads Ht:;C 0 t 
ras'l> lead nl.n ,j, .:, 
)Ve to solder ring M2C -~ ., 
Jsi tion lead to ring P?.=m IJII A 
)ply wressure t o p/ u rin :AP? , {) t.. 
)Ve to collet 1<12C ~ ? 
Jsition in collet P?Sn ')'1 A 
~grasp G? ~ f.. 
::>ve into collet 1V11C 'l J. 
:>siton butt into collet Pl SE 2 i:. 
)Si tion to cl ear rin9' PlSE 1:: f.. 
~ ~ '1'1, c:o~ 'T'n,..n +.n +:i ah+ . .:::.n 
, t:. ') lPl '1'-l ,.,.r.+ .... .., 
I'} (\ RT.1 'R;lA::I~A 
I '>1"\') l 'T'MTT .1 ?? 
ALL TIME- FREQ. NORM. MIN/ REMARKS: MINUTES OCCUR . 1000 PCS. 
(IJ-55) 
lW+ 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
and Standard Specifications Date ____________ _ 
Analyst ___________ _ 
"ent _________ _ Types _______ _ Checked By __________ _ 
ion _________ _ 
DESCRIPTION - LEFT HAND 
)ulse crystal 
:tch to variac dial. 
:tsn dial 
rn ni .al t.o 1 eft. 
~i tion (fine ) 
I A ::I !':A rl i a.1 
:;h up front 
lease lever bar 
ach to knob 
asp knob 
rearm contact bar 
rwn knob slow1v 
Lease knob 
ach to lever bar 
asn lever 
ALL TIME- FREQ. 
MINUTES OCCUR. 
(IJ-55) 
L.H. 
SYM . 
RBA 
GlA 
PlSE 
P2SE 
RLl 
ma. 
M?C 
-
'QT_, 
'RT.1 
'RRA 
Gl.A 
toP') 
NORM. MIN/ 
1000 PCS. 
Page __ _.!,fJ..-. -- of_----LL----
?.R -
R.H. 
SYM. 
?. C:: _M"U. 
,,::, ? 
" (\ 
DESCRIPTION - RIGHT HAND 
'RPsa~h to nu1se 
Cont;~~t. ~.asn nulse 
D1 "'' nul_se 
1."1 A TMU- .021J' 
Re.E:rasn solder bar 
')('\ 
Pull out solder bar 
o , pj_SSE 
Solder time 
Mnve !':n1nA'r bar back 
? .. ol~?'f: ReJ.ea.se 
.036 
?.0 
7. 9 C lU ~ }1ove un on kev 
2. 0 C RI.. ~ Release 
1 Q .. 6 Ri'i. l?F!::i.t!h t.n nul sF! 
? .C:: M1A n -.... n111l!':A 
? .. q '!Vn 'R Mnve nn 
REMARKS: 
KEY POINTS 
C. ADVA. 1 TAG::::: s R~"i:ALIZED FRO :.:~ ~ 'IT !{; PROG~A~;I 
Now that the procedure used in developing a ::T . ~ 
st an. dard. has been outl i ned it !nay be we l l to e x a mi ne the 
advantag es which appear to be real i zed from the prog ram. 
Th e major advantages are : 
1. Reduced labor costs 
2. More efficient trainin g of operators 
3. Improve d lab or u t i lizati on 
~ ach of t h e se wi ll be d iscu sse d in detail . 
l . Rim UC.wD LP...BOR COSTS 
Labor costs are r educed whenevel" o ~) erat ing me t hods 
are i .np r·oved to t h e :Joint t h at t h e pro duction st andard 
ca..r1 be i n creased . Th is h as b een t h e are a of greatest 
s a ving s in the 11TM pro gra·1 at Woburn . An indi c at ion of 
t h e lab or saving s r.rh ich can result from r ealist i c standar d s 
is illustrated in t he fact that one eng ineer was cre di ted 
vi i th annu al labor saving s amoun ting to over F;;30, 000 for 
t~M work done in a si x months period~* 
2 . MORE EFPICI3l'l'T TRAil,liNG Ol'.i' OPERATORS 
The job o f o perator trainer was first set up 
a t the Woburn p l an t i n Octob e r, 1955, some t h ree • onth s 
after t h e YlTr.'I p rogram had begun . Iii! omen vd th several ye ars 
of experience an d a g etter t han average performance record 
Y.rere screened, i n terv:i.ewed and tested before t wo were 
finally selected for the job in the diode departmetit . These 
women v.,rer e given a training course in 1.1TM sufficient to 
prove them capable of understanding the syste i.n and some 
of the basic phi losophi es of efficient hand operation 
methods. They were t hen assigned to the superintendent 
of the department. This did not prove completely satis-
factory so they were soon assigned to the dep~rtment 
industrial engineer ~ At this time a prog ram of expansion 
was being carried out in the department . This meant that 
new e mployees were being assigned at the rate of 10 to 15 
each week . The aim was to train all new e~pl ~yees as they 
e n tered the nlant and r e train al l older· e 'nployees as soon 
as possible. 
The entrance of the operator trainer into the 
departc11ent vvas handled with care a.."ld diplomac J for there 
many problems. 
Older operators who h ad been in the habit of 
assuming t he res ponsibility of training the e:nplo y ees in 
the group resented t h e intrusion of this privileg e. 
Supervisors, in an honest attempt to maintain 
h armony a :non g their group, were prone to continue the 
practic e of allowing the experj_enced employees to train 
the new e mployees even when the operator trainers were 
available . Needless to say, this helped neither the 
new employee or the supervisor. 
New employee s wh o we re trained in the pr'o:;:>er work 
rrw thods were subjected to c onsiderable pressure b y older 
e mployees Tih o performe d ui t h their self- taugh t methods . 
Thes e older e n1ployees attempted, an.d . in most cases succe eded~ 
i n c onvinc ins:; the n evv em)l oyees t ha t the n sc l entifi c .. nethod" 
wa s really r.,ore tiring , slowe r ~ and in g eneral not nearly 
as g oo d as t heir own impr ovi s ations. It took a strong 
wi ll and c onscientious e p loyee to struggle t h rough the 
first f6 W weeks of work under t he se condit i ons . It was 
not until a few of the properly trained e mployees be g an 
to d emonstrat e they could outproduce other o pera tors, 
wi t h no greater effort, that a de g ree of acceptance was 
. finally achieved, not only from older e .np loye es but also 
s·,J.pervisors . 
During t hi s training e r i od only a portion 
of the o ~) erations were covered with j,lT !J1 studies, althou gh 
t h ey were being written and pu t into effect as qu i ckly 
as possible . It was felt that training should be gi~ with 
t h o se opei' ations alreaciy complete vvi th a pproved standards 
in order to increase pro duction as much as p oss i ble 
through better work methods . The fact that one operator, 
trairlGd in accor dance ':Vi th an I/iT fii study fo r her operation, 
would be workine; next to a.n operator whose j ob had no I.JT_/I 
coverage an d was trained in no particular work me thod was 
not c ompletely satisfactory but was necessary under the 
conditions . Although traininc; new e::-:ployees and fol l owing 
t h rough to see tha t t hey c o_ t inued using the ]roper me thod 
was difficult, t h e job of retraining the olde? ope r ato rs 
if as even more diffi cu l t and patience-try ing . On one hand 
a s sembl y operati on, hand adjusting , thel~e vrere s o_ e 25 
operat ors, all of whom u sed a s lightly different method . 
Some of the differences were s light but practically a ll 
wer e s ignificant . The fa ct that some of the ~e tho ds u sed 
a ppeared to be so slightly different from the ~e thod s et 
up in the J"f.r !II study made i t diffi cult to c onvince t :ne 
adjuster t ha t s r1e should chang e at all. Such elements as 
using a hand counter after each cycle ins tead of counting 
the crystal s at the end o f each hour was a ch~:mge v1hi ch 
was 1~echecked for man y VJeelcs until the operator trainers 
had suff icient time t o thoroughl y train the adjusters in 
this particul a r element . This s ee ,. ing l y insie;nificant 
chang e will s ave the c ompany ~\ 2 , 000 annually . Othur 
elements such as how to position the s older bar , how to 
lo ad a part by pul lin6 the lathe open instead o f unrolling 
it .,li th a lmob all have incr•eased the productivity of t h is 
particul ar operation . Experien ced o p erators who had never 
been ab l e to produce at the standaPd rate , even after 
t hree to five years , are for the first time at taining t h e 
st andard performance level . 
The results of one operator trainer's efforts 
is sho 'In below:. It can oe seen t hat the performance on 
each operation after training was up near the normal 
performance level of each standard . Inasmuch as a day 
rate wage -pa;:rmen t pl an is used , this performanc e level 
is consi dered quite good. In addition to training new 
operators it was possibl e to retrain older ooerators wi th 
poor work habits and i mprove t h eir perfor mance. 
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3. !N CR~ SZD A~TAIN:illNT AliD U'T'ILIZ-TION 
The aim of t he production department was to 
reach a goal of 90% labor utilization by the end of 1956 . 
l.ITH star:dards ai ded this project in t h at more realistic 
schedul i n g of personnel was possible and the lost time 
and non-standard "fill - in" jobs were redu ced . In i'act, 
attainment and v.til i zation fi e;ures increased whi le 
production standards 1:vere also i n creasing , clearly a result 
of :llllproved methods and go od_ training working h and in h and 
wi th alert supervis .Lon . 
D. FAILURES OF l'11Ti'.1: 
There are also areas in which IviT M has fallen 
short of expect a tions . 
1 . It is not always possibl e to develop a stand-
ard faster viith l'!lT M than with time study - in f a ct , it seldom 
is . Time s tudy st andards are almost abvays faster than MTM 
a l though there is no e qual assuran ce t hat it is the more 
accurat e . Standards setting with IVIT M is a time - consuming 
job which p ays for itself only by providing better methods 
than would have resulted from time study standards . As a 
result, in operations the Iv:lT :iVI s tandard cost more t han t i me 
stu dy standards . 
2 . Not onl y are J.i1T 1r1 standards usually nore co st -
ly but the necessit y of using I1!lTM has caused the entire 
standards program to be de l ayed . Operations which should 
have be e n covered with a real istic standard have been 
operated for• week s , and months , vvith only rout:;h estimates 
as a basis for measuring production. Th ese estimate s , al -
mos t always low, h ave made it diff i cult for the supervisor 
to get the full produ ction resp onse from ope r a tors on these 
ope rations . It is then possib l e to say t hat I\~rM has act -
ually cost direct labor dollars b y holding back justifie d 
increases in production st andards . 
3. Although supervision, product eng i neering and 
o ther staff functions have become more re c eptive and c o -
operative wi th MT M work there is much room for improvement 
in this area. The I'/lTM training programs which all new 
sup ervisors and engineers attend are a g ood approach but 
the training sessions must be revitalized to get desired 
re sults. 
4. The turnover in the industrial engine ering 
de p artment has left only re l atively inexperienced }~ M 
analysts an d these men have additional duties which p revent 
t h em from ever becoming thoroughly proficient in MTM appli-
c a tion as only concen tr a te d e f f ort i n this work cou ld. 
E. POSITIVE RESULTS: 
The effects of the T•,fll M program have been felt in 
the following areas : 
1. MTM analysis has required industrial engineer-
ing to become more familiar with each job than , ould have 
been the case ·with only a time study. A more thorough under-
standing has enabled them to appreciate and take corrective 
action in the principal problem areas, and has provided a 
basi s for agreement bet1fveen supervision and industrial 
engineering as to the basic factors in the operation. Agree -
ment is not guarantee d but is facilitated. 
2 . Better workplace layouts and improved methods 
have near l y always resulted f'rom the MI' H analysis even on 
operations that have previ ous l y been studied and a standard 
set. 
3 . As a result of improved vmrk habits, higher 
production standards have been properly established . This, 
of course, means more efficient use of labor and a resultant 
drop in labor costs. It has also meant that the operator 
is doing more work with less effort than ,Nher! using in-
ferior layouts and methods . That the standards have been 
sound is evidenced by the fact that labor utilization on 
almost every operation has reached 90% of normal despite 
the fact that the turnover of personnel nearly always in-
sures that from 10-50% of the pers o~~el on any specific 
operation are not completely experienced. 
4. Operators are receiving better training than 
ever before. This can be heavily attributed to the I!tri:I 
operation analysis Vlhich provided t;he operator trainer with 
a 11 check list" t ype of refer'ence which insures that all 
k e y points are e mphasized and even the minor points of the 
method are taught to the operator . Supervisors no longer 
should be faced wi th the problem of pulling 2.n e xperienced 
ope rator off a job to show a new operator "the ropesn which 
included. all the poor ·work habits which may have been 
accumulated over a long period of time. 
5. On some operations of relatively low skill a 
9rob lem has always been that of keeping experienced opera-
tors on the job since they would bid on a higher paying j ob 
as soon as the opening occurred . As a result it was some-
times difficul t to find an operator with enough experience 
to provide a realistic study . rff.r l'ii has eliminated this neces -
sity for having experienced operators . 
6 . As a result of more realis ti c Etan dards and 
better work habits, the operators have incre~sed their 
effi c iency even more than the difference in standards since 
the who l e tempo of their work pace has increased . 
7. Supervision and product eng ineering h ave be -
come aware of the signific anc e of se emingl y insignificant 
elements in an operat ion and are less inclined t o ridicule 
a suggestion which may a ppear to save l itt le until analyzed 
by I':1T~A: but are also help ful in suggesting changes wh i ch 
ma y contribute to the improvement of the operation. Thi s 
relationship leaves a g reat deal t o be desired but it i s a 
trend toward what could eventually be the ultimate in 
mutua l co-operation. 
8 . IvlT M h a s been used to analyze operations v1hich 
had not even been fully built and debugged . This ~nalys i s 
was effe c t ive in evaluat ing the e quipment and t h e ~ro duc t ion 
sche dules which coul d be att ained through the use oi' it . 
9 . 1•11 I." gl~eatly aide d the establ i shment o_ diode 
pro duction i n a new plant by providine, infor mat i on for us e 
in p l anni ng equipinent requirement s , line a nd v10r kpl a ce l ay-
out s , operator learn ing time , pe rso nnel requireme n ts a n d 
pT·o duction schedu l e s . 
F. CONCLUSIONS: 
It should be possible , after two years t8 decide 
whether or not the l'ilTl'.'I program at Woburn has been a s ·:.wc e ss; 
however , such is not the case . Perhaps the words of one of 
the first industrial engineers to apply IvlT I/I in the p lant 
set the mood for the program1 s acceptance. J ohn Levesque, 
in his monthly report of February, 1955, has t h is t o say 
a bout :!Jr r.1 : 
"This s y stem is one of the best , if n ot the best, 
for basic manual motion analysis and if more time by all 
concerned could be applied to its usage I believe it would 
be time well spent . "* 
These words indicate that I/I TIVI vvas not gett i ng 
t he attention it should have to obtain maximum result s . 
It a ppears as if ;~,'iTl\1 was not completely sold to all the peo -
ple who would figure in its apolication. This v1as true even 
in the industrial engineering department wher e l'!i'rM was ex-
p loited fully only in the semiconductor departments . Cer-
tainly it has been true in some areas of supervision and 
engineering where Mr E is accepted but not enthusiastically 
supported. 
This reticence in accepting completely the lViT M 
program has caused a slower rate of standards coverage , l ack 
of c omplete standardizat ion in vvo rkplace and equipment , 
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outdated standards because of freque n t process change s, 
employee willingness to disregard approved methods because 
of lack of supervisory enforcement , and a general lack of 
overall impetus to the program. 
It is also difficult to decide what the real 
purpose o f the MI' iil program was orig inally . If it was to 
provide faster standards coverage , it has failed. Time 
studies would have been faster . If, however , it was to pro -
vide realistic standards on operations vd th :nany variables 
and f:ew operators on which to place levelling factor s , it is , 
part i ally at least , fulfil ling its purpose . 
There is no question but that too few people have 
been used a s standards analyst . The few people involved 
directly in writing IViT VI studies have had too little time 
to do a complete job. The attempt has always been to have 
all new industrial engineers to concentrate on standards 
coverage but too soon their time mus t be spread over other 
industrial engineering functions . The aim has always been 
to use the junior industrial engineers to finish up the 
standards on all operations . The result has been that new 
operations are added faster than the existing ones can be 
covered with standards . 
The employees do not complet e ly differentiate 
between Iff.I'M standards and e.ny other means of setting stand-
ards. The production rate per hour is their only concern 
and the meth o d the y wo u ld l ike most to use is not a l ways 
the one specified i n the r:IT i,f analysis . Severa l attempt s 
have been made to explain the theory of' l.Tr M to the operat o r s 
as new standards ·were added but usually with unsatisfactory 
results . 
A general statement concerning the program is 
that it has been quite successful in providing re a li s tic 
st andards, an d i mproving labor costs in spite of the f act 
that in many areas · the :MTlVI program has had insufficient 
s upport with an inadequate staff t o maintain it . 
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G. RECO ':Ei~1-TDATIONS : 
The re appear to b e several areas in which the 
MTM prog ram could be strengthened. 
1. There should be a t least two _ embers o f the 
industrial engineering de p artment assigned to ivlT l\~ work sole-
ly until all operations are covered wi th cur·rent standards . 
Since evidence has a l ready be en offered to prove that each 
IL'TI•.1 standard provides f or a labor savings because of re -
sultant higher production per hour it follows that the 
long er these st andards are delaye d the g reater t he dollar 
los s because of unrealized labor savings . 
Another reason for needing complete standards 
covera.g e is the possibility of expanding operations to other 
p lants . Setting up new plants re qui re careful e quipment and 
personnel plaYLn ing vrhich is extremely difficult without 
accurate standards around which to p l an . The value of ·,ood 
standards was realize d in setting up the semiconductor plant 
at Hillsboro . ~ven though an incentive p lan was planned for 
thi s plant it Ylas still possible to us e t he AI' ~J a naly sis 
with only slight modific a tions requir e d to adapt them to an 
incentive basis . 
Labor u tiliza tion and standard cost fi gures would 
be more accurate and realistic with complete standards 
coverag e. Vfuere obsolete standards or estimates are u sed in 
lieu of I:TI' ?1I standa rds the l abor and material utilization 
figures can . orrly b e rough estimates . 
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Because of the type of wage - p ayment plan i n effect 
standard day rate - full operator performance is never 
real ized until they are measured by real istic standards . 
Operators have no incentive to overprodu ce an estimate and 
do so only because o f t heir willingne ss to co-operate with 
the supervisor. It is infrequent that an opei ... ator will pro -
duce as many units per hour wheri overproducing a loose esti-
•:!late as when working against a r ealistic standard . 
The supervisor· needs complete standards c overage 
in order to treat all operators equally. l'Jo operat;or 
apprec iates ViOrking hard in order to meet a standard if the 
person on the next op eration has only to work at a moderate 
pace to fulfill her production requirements . 
There are sE;veral otheT· reasons which can be 
easi l y detected but time wil l not be take n to enumerate this 
since the I"oregoing should substantiate the need fo r complete 
st andards coverage . 
2. It is a lso rec o1nmended that prospective line 
supervisors spend a period of approximately six months doing 
Iv!rM work as members of the industrial engineering staff prior 
to their assignment to the line . Their work would be to 
assist the regular IvlTM anal ysts and to develop a real under-
st anding and appreci a tion of the value of l'llT?/I standards in 
the line operations . The short familiarization course pre sent -
ly being.given to n ew supervisors and eng ineers falls s hort 
o f driving this appre ciation home . 
In viev1 of the expansion prog ram p l anned for the 
new few years it appe ars that a backl og of on e or t wo IiiT 1I 
trained supervisors wo uld b e extremely valuable . Should 
this program be thoroughly deve loped it is conceivable that 
only one re gular analyst woul d be required additionally to 
k eep the 1'lT M p rog ram up- to - date. Not only would this pro-
cedure supply supervi so r s a valuable ~.'IT 1'.1 background but it 
woul d als o provi de the industrial eng i neering staff with .'ITI'1 
analy sts at a wa g e rate which would normally be lowe r than 
that of experienced industrial eng ineers . 
This procedure would a l s o free up industrial eng i -
ne er ing time whi ch coul d b e use d t o advantage on a v arie ty 
of othe r func tions . 
3 . A final recommendatio n is that 1'/fr j':I anal ys es b e 
tied in more closely with the design of equ i pment . An e quip-
ment design should be approved only after an ~ .. '!r i~I study has 
b e e n made to ascertain that the desig n is satisfactor y . 
This would be a never ending project but it has 
a l ready been initi a te d in that a ll t es t e qu i pment should now 
b e constru c ted t o a standardized wo r kplace l ayout . 
The hours and hours of maint enance an d operator 
time that could be s a v9d is inc alculabl e but , based on the 
writer 's e xperience , would be conside rably more than anyone 
vvould expect and ce r tainly enough t o pay for the investment . 
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